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Welcome
Thank you for joining us for a week of exploring,
discovery, and celebration of the typographic arts.
This year marks our first time in the world class city
of Los Angeles, and we couldn’t have asked for a
better place to present our twelfth annual conference. From the irreverent to the serious, the eclectic
to the traditional, and the modern to the historical,
the alphabet in all its glory comes alive in the City
of Angels.
We are Typographers, Type Designers, Type
Founders, Calligraphers, Book Artists, Printers,
Designers, Historians, Educators, Software Developers, and Aficionados — all with one thing in common: a curiosity to understand and master the crafts
of letters we love. At TypeCon2010: Babel, we all meet
on the level, across disciplines, in a grand opportunity to appreciate one another.
We have partnered with three stellar institutions this year in LA: AIGA Los Angeles, Otis College
of Art and Design, and Society for Calligraphy,
Southern California. A host of other institutions
and companies are involved from around the world
— just take a look at our sponsors page to see the
tremendous support SOTA has been given in presenting TypeCon2010.
The TypeCon2010 program draws speakers
and workshop leaders from Los Angeles and way
beyond, who will tell you about everything from
printing history and the typography of Disneyland
to the latest in web font technology and Cholo-style
graffiti. Special events are on the menu almost every
night, along with exhibitions in the conference
hotel and other venues throughout La La Land.
TypeCon2010 has something for everyone who
loves type, design, and the related arts. SOTA is
a grassroots, volunteer-driven organization, and
everyone involved has put in countless hours in
order to bring you an affordable, high-quality event
designed to educate, entertain, and inspire.
Let the babel begin!
James Grieshaber
Chairman of the Board of Directors
The Society of Typographic Aficionados (SOTA)
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Program Overview
Tuesday
August 17

7:30 PM –
11:00 PM

Special Event: WTF is WOFF?
Otis College of Art and Design

Wednesday
August 18

9:00 AM –
5:30 PM

Optional Workshops
Full Day Sessions: 9:00 AM – 5:30 PM
Afternoon Sessions: 2:00 PM – 5:30 PM

7:00 PM –
10:00 PM

Special Event: Type that Moves (You)
Hyatt Regency Century Plaza

9:00 AM –
5:30 PM

Optional Workshops
Full Day Sessions:
9:00 AM – 5:30 PM
Morning Sessions:
9:00 AM – 12:30 PM
Afternoon Sessions:
2:00 PM – 5:30 PM

7:30 PM –
11:00 PM

Opening Night: Let the Babel Begin!
Hyatt Regency Century Plaza

Thursday
August 19

Friday
August 20

Saturday
August 21
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Type & Design
Education Forum

Main Program Hyatt Regency Century Plaza
8:15 AM

Continental Breakfast

8:50 AM

Opening Remarks

9:00 AM

The Full Typographic Terrain Denise Gonzales Crisp

9:45 AM

The Typography of Disneyland Sean Adams

10:30 AM

Coffee Break

11:00 AM

Type in 20 Hrant Papazian,
Gerald Lange, Nadine Chahine

12:00 PM

The Typographic Magpie Kris Sowersby

12:45 PM

Break for lunch on your own

2:15 PM

How to Choose Fonts and Get Out of the
Dark Side of The Force Ricardo Martins

3:00 PM

Typography Beyond Latin Satya Rajpurohit

3:20 PM

SOTA Catalyst Award

3:30 PM

Coffee Break

4:00 PM

Special Sessions:
The Future is Now: The Brave New World of Web Fonts

5:15 PM

Panel Discussion: Web Fonts

6:30 PM

Break for evening on your own

8:30 AM

Continental Breakfast

9:00 AM

Opening Remarks

9:05 AM

Belles Lettres (Typographically Speaking, of Course)
Jean François Porchez

Program Overview
Saturday
August 21
continued

Sunday
August 22

9:50 AM

Title Man: Harold Adler Jill Bell

10:30 AM

Coffee Break

11:00 AM

Type in 20 Eben Sorkin, Annie Olsen,
Johanna Drucker, Paul Shaw & Abby Goldstein

12:20 PM

West Coast “Cholo” Style Graffiti Chaz Bojórquez

1:00 PM

Chaz Bojórquez Book Signing
Break for lunch on your own

2:30 PM

Typography + Science > 2 Kevin Larson

3:00 PM

Incorporating Letterpress Printing into Graphic Design
Education Joey Hannaford & Jeff Pulaski

3:35 PM

Textile: Typography of the
Nineteenth-Century Textile Trade Adrian Wilson

4:15 PM

Coffee Break

4:45 PM

Something Old, Something New, and Something
in Progress Doyald Young

5:30 PM

On Young

6:15 PM

Doyald Young Book Signing

8:30 PM –
12:00 AM

Special Event: Adventures in La La Land
Hyatt Regency Century Plaza

8:30 AM

Continental Breakfast

9:10 AM

Opening Remarks

9:15 AM

Panel Discussion:
Design Q & A: Now & Then

10:15 AM

Type History in Transition: The Emergence
of the Transitional Label Craig Eliason

10:55 AM

Coffee Break

11:25 AM

Type in 20 Alexandra Korolkova, Jeff Moore,
Lisa Engelbrecht, Nancy Sharon Collins

12:45 PM

Type Critiques
Matthew Carter, John Downer, & Akira Kobayashi

12:45 PM

Break for lunch on your own

2:15 PM

Type in 20 Juliet Shen & Bill Moran, Miguel Sousa,
Thomas Phinney, Michael Doret

3:35 PM

Gutenberg and B-42 Type Kitty Maryatt

4:15 PM

Coffee Break

4:45 PM

Type in 20 Sam Anvari, Lorrie Frear &
Carol Fillip, Milka Broukhim

5:45 PM

Group Presentation:
From Cave Walls to Calligraphy: Passing on the Legacy
The Society for Calligraphy, Southern California

6:25 PM

Closing Remarks

7:30 PM –
11:00 PM

Southland Tales: A Wind Down
International Printing Museum

5
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TuesdayA u g u s t 1 7
Special Event
Otis College of Art and Design

7:30 PM W TF is W O F F ?
Sponsored by Microsoft & Otis College of Art and Design
WTF is WOFF? Unleash your inner geek while you talk tech,
throw down in the printmaking studio, partake of eclectic edibles and frosty libations, and engage in real live social
networking. Sponsored by Microsoft and Otis College of Art
and Design. (7:30 PM – 11:00 PM)

Wednesday
August 18
Workshops
Full-Day Sessions
9:00 AM – 5:30 PM

Ch in e s e W h isper s B r o ads ide
Rebecca Chamlee, Otis College of Art and Design
“Chinese Whispers,” also known as “The Telephone Game,” is a
game often played by children at parties or on the playground in
which a phrase or sentence is passed on from one player to another, but is subtly altered in transit. The game has no objective,
and no winner - the entertainment comes from comparing the
original and final messages. Some messages will be unrecognizable after only a few steps.
In this “paper telephone” variant, based on the multiplecontributor Exquisite Corpse concept, workshop attendees will
be divided into teams. Each team will begin by printing any
message they wish on one of four Vandercook Proof Presses
at the same time using wood and metal type, from the Lab’s
extensive collection and any foraged cuts or dingbats. Obscure
references or mysterious offerings are greatly encouraged. The
first round of prints will then be passed off to the next team
when finished — in effect running several games at once, and
keeping all players occupied simultaneously.
Much like “Chinese Whispers,” this game is about starting
with one idea, and sharing it along a chain of people so that it
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Program Details / Wednesday
mutates into a completely new idea, the components of which
are contributions from each team.
Prior letterpress experience is preferred but not required.

E v o lu t io n of W r itte n Le tte r fo r ms
Joey Hannaford, University of West Georgia
Our Western alphabet is intrinsically intertwined with the fluid
movements of the human body. During this expanded whole
day workshop, using a variety of tools, we will explore movements that form the marks that we experience as beautiful letters. You will “walk (write?) through history” and be introduced
to the sequences of strokes that make up Roman Majuscules,
Blackletter, Uncial, Carolingian, Chancery Cursive, and Humanist Hand. We will work very large, so the critical details of the
shapes can be thoroughly examined.
In addition, many of the traditional materials of illuminated
manuscripts will be discussed, such as vellum and its preparation, and the application of gold leaf. Emphasis will be placed on
how tools, materials, and movement have influenced an everevolving aesthetic of letterforms that form the early continuum
of our text and digital fonts today.

(N o t B o r in g ) Callig r aphy
Lisa Engelbrecht
Did you miss this class in college? (Did they even offer it?) Well,
making letters by hand will help you understand letterforms in
a unique way. By actually writing letters with the original tools,
you’ll see and feel the origins of type. Thicks and thins occur
where they do due to the influence of the tool and hand lettering skills are always useful in special situations.
However, this will not be one of those agonizing intros to
calligraphy. A quick history will cover the bullet points and
then we’ll explore the edged pen. Participants will delve hands
on into basic Roman majuscules and then on to a basic Italic
that is truly easy and fast to learn. A bit of classic proportions
will be mixed in and then you will be encouraged to break the
rules you’ve just learned. You’ll also see and try the latest tools
that make calligraphy super fun. Exemplars will be provided for
further exploration. Kit provided.

T yp o g r aph ic W eb D e sig n:
H o w t o T h ink Lik e a T yp o g r aph e r
in H T ML and CSS
Laura Franz, College of Visual and Performing Arts
University of Massachusetts Dartmouth
This workshop is for traditional typographers who want to learn
how to write HTML and CSS syntax and continue their craft in a
new medium. During the workshop, we’ll complete three basic
typographic exercises: Word Connotations, A Short Bibliography,
and A is for Alignment (a rhythm and tension exercise).
We’ll start with common IDs and elements (div, h1, h2, h3,
h4), set text (using p, br, span, margin, padding, text-indent,
and classes), create a more complex layout with multiple divs
(using floats, the universal selector, and background images),
and link fonts with @font-face.
Requirements: Workshop attendees must bring their own
laptops. Software required to be pre-installed: TextWrangler
(free download for Mac OS); NotePad++ (free download for
Windows).
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Workshops
Half-Day Sessions: Afternoon
2:00 PM – 5:30 PM

R e c ip r o c ity i n T yp o g r aphy
Saeri Cho Dobson, Loyola Marymount University
The fundamental reason typography exists is to uphold and
augment the meaning of the text. At its best, typography is to
an author as melody is to a songwriter. It provides an artistic
reciprocity that can enhance the meaning of words, emphasize
a specific mood, even trigger emotions that make it unforgettable. Since the advent of desktop publishing, the true role of the
professional typographer has become an endangered expertise.
This workshop will re-examine the value of this near-extinct
craft. Exemplary examples will stimulate hands-on exercises,
with the sole intent of expressing meaning through the visual
presentation of the printed word.
The workshop will be broken into groups that focus on elements of the following:
•

A visual presentation of historical and contemporary
examples

•

A warm-up exercise to identify words that typographically
exemplify their meaning

•

A collaborative cut-paper project that typographically enhances the underlying meaning of a relevant phrase about a
topical social cause

•

The typographic design of familiar book cover that sympathizes with the subject of the story, while remaining visually
unobtrusive to the reader

•

A final review to identify the best examples that achieved
reciprocity in typography, by successfully exaggerating
the meaning of words through an expressive aesthetic that
maintained legibility

Requirements: Adobe Creative Suite or comparable page layout
and/or illustration software.

Special Event
Hyatt Regency Century Plaza

7:00 PM T yp e that M o ve s (Yo u )
Presented by AIGA/LA
in partnership with the SOTA and TypeCon
An inspiring evening of motion design and titles from some of
Hollywood’s most talented designers. See and hear what they
experience and what inspires them, designing with type that
moves you.

Panelists:
Chris Do, Blind
Mark Kudsi, Motion Theory
Jenny Lee + Gareth Smith, Shadowplay Studio
Simon Clowes, Prologue
Jens Gehlhaar, Brand New School
10
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Moderators:
Ellen Kahn & Lynda Kahn, Twinart.com
+ Governor for EMMY’s Title Design Peer Group
Also, participate in The Group Typeface Experiment, in which
you’ll collaborate with other guests to form a single typeface
over the course of the evening. What will be the end result?
You’ll have to attend to find out.
This is a public event. (7:00 PM – 10:00 PM)

Thursday
August 19
Type & Design
Education Forum
Hyatt Regency Century Plaza
9:00

W e lc o m e & Anno u nceme nts

9:15

Program
Refiguring Typography Pedagogy
Denise Gonzales Crisp
Presentation: 15 minutes
Skype Q&A with class: 15 minutes

9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30

Assignment: Teaching Triviality?
Joerg Becker
Assignment: Change is Not Pretty
Jimmy Luu
Assignment:25 Personal Business Cards:
A Complete Introductory Level Typography Project
Julie Spivey
Assignment: Integrating Transportation Timetable
Information into Typography Education
Barry Roseman

10:45	Co ffe e B r e ak
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11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12:00
12:15

Program
Icebreaker: Always Be Able to Answer Why:
Getting Students to Develop Typographic Concept
Erin Hauber
Icebreaker: Tell Lies in the Classroom
and Get Away With it
Steve Mehallo
Assignment: Typographic Culture
Cate Roman
Icebreaker: Developing Typocular Vision
Juliet Shen
Icebreaker: Experimentation With Type
Milka Broukhim
Assignment: Typography Spotter Cards
Rose Newton

12:30	Lu n c h B r e a k
2:30
3:00
3:15
3:30
3:45

Program
Innovative Programming at Langara College in Vancouver
Dr Shelley Gruendler, Christopher Swift, Michael Hernan
Assignment: Words in Time
Donald Tarallo
Assignment: And Per Se and Then…
Melissa Flicker
Assignment: Learning From Vernacular Type
Sharon Oiga & Guy Villa
Assignment: Weaving Traditional Knowledge into
New Practices: Typograhic Web Design
Laura Franz

4:00	C o ffe e B r e a k
4:15

W o r ksh o ps
Calligraphy
Joey Hannaford
Creating historical letterforms by hand can create “Aha” moments for beginning typography and design students. As soon as
students physically experience making letterforms themselves,
they begin to absorb many abstract and non-abstract concepts
of typography such as nomenclature, anatomy, spacing, stress,
contrast, and historic evolution in ways that connect them to
the details of the letterforms. This experience creates a very
different learning environment than the one created by using a
computer alone. This workshop will explore some simple ways
to incorporate this into the classroom. The emphasis will not
be on creating perfect letterforms (as this is a skill that must
develop over a long period of time) but rather how to incorpo-
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rate basic hand techniques to facilitate student understanding
of typography.

Blackletter Construction
Peter Bain
This workshop will develop a lowercase blackletter alphabet
using common lettering tools and paper. The model will be
a textura, or straight-sided form, based on historic sources
adapted to contemporary needs. Techniques taught will explore
the kinesthetic and visual forces that influence the design
of blackletter. Variations will also be derived from the basic
model. Beyond gaining experience in executing an alphabet, the
workshop will make comparative letterform analysis with other
styles and introduce principles of broad-edge writing.

Typestorm
Ricardo Martins
When some students have to look at a white sheet of paper and
create original type shapes, they freeze. This workshop allows
people, even without typographic skills, to be able to generate spontaneous ideas and get new solutions to type design.
It consists of using the technique of lateral thinking to force
associations between seemingly unrelated keywords and the
design of the letter n, low caps. So, the keywords trigger ideas
and allow students to unfreeze. Then, after make several letters
n, the student can choose one of them and then derive the other
letters, such as m, u, p, b, d, q …

Needle In A Haystack
Ben Van Dyke & Michelle Bowers
A workshop on fostering design literacy by exposing hidden
gems and rare resources inside the infinite veins of the interwebs. There’s a never-ending supply of new content and seems
impossible to stay ahead of the curve. This problem plagues
design faculty looking for inspiration and resources for the
classroom. With the web being a vast, un-policed playground
for typographers and designers, finding inspired, original design
work is like striking gold. From the 1st year grads at the RCA to
freshman designers in Beijing, this workshop will shed light on
the dark corners of the design world and develop a web page,
continuously updated for our group to rely on in the upcoming
semester(s). Interwebsticles no more!

5:45

W r ap Up P r esentatio n
Hank Richardson & Albert Whitley

Workshops
Full-Day Sessions
9:00 AM – 5:30 PM

D ig ita l L e tte r pr ess at the
Ot is Lab o r ato r y P r ess
Gerald Lange, Otis/Bieler Press
This workshop will serve as an introduction to the innovative photopolymer plate process that allows for the letterpress
printing of digital imaging. Demonstration of the entirety of the
process from generating film negatives and photopolymer plates
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to printing via the letterpress process, all on equipment available at the Otis Laboratory Press. Attendees have the opportunity to join in and participate in the process. A printed keepsake
celebrating the event will be produced by the end of the day.

S c r ib e d and S cr aw led: F o u nd and Usefu l
T o o ls f o r C o o l Hand Le tte r ing
Lisa Engelbrecht
Everywhere you see it — unique hand lettering — not out of the
can. You may think to yourself, “How did they do that? Why
can’t I?” Here you’ll discover innovative styles of calligraphic
lettering using hand made tools, try new calligraphy pens, and
discover how to make cool letters with tools you already have!
Hand lettering adds welcome “hand made” personality to
projects and should be in your toolbox. We’ll explore scratchy,
scrawled, and built up lettering with influences of urban calligraphy and street art. Participants will create tools for lettering
in class and will be encouraged to explore wildly. Drawing upon
the class synergy for ideas, anything could happen! Sample
book provided for further play. Kit provided.

T h in k W r it e
Sumner Stone, Stone Type Foundry
We will write/draw and digitize a capital alphabet, then produce variations, refinements, and trial settings. On a conceptual
and practical level, we will explore how the qualities of hand
made letters — gesture, balance, vitality, personality — may be
preserved in making letters which are ultimately produced by a
machine. What is lost/gained in the process of making type? We
will also look at alphabets as systems and the strategies that may
be employed in translating the scribal tradition in which letters
are seen as patterns of strokes into the typographic tradition
where ethers are seen as conceptual configurations. The aim is
to give participants a basis on which to begin or expand their
own personal tradition of letter making.

Writing, Drawing, Thinking
One goal of this workshop is to begin or expand your personal
tradition of letter making. If continued, it could lead to making
letterforms into fonts with which you can begin or extend your
personal tradition of typography.
We will begin our work with the “stick and ball” capitals
that are frequently taught in schools as part of elementary
handwriting instruction.
1. Write “stick and ball” (line and curve) capital alphabet A-Z,
about 1–2 inches tall on one 8.5" × 11" sheet of paper with
a felt tip pen. Draw without the use of drawing tools other
than the felt tip, the paper, and your hand. Guidelines for
the baseline and cap height are OK. The results will vary
depending on the kind and thickness of the felt tip and the
kind of paper. Repeat. You may wish to try different papers
and felt tips.
2. On a single 8.5" × 11" page, draw (tracing is acceptable) a collection of letter parts (strokes) with which you can re-build
the entire alphabet. The collection of strokes should be as
small as possible. To test your collection of letter parts, rebuild your alphabet using them. This can be done by tracing.
If necessary, add, subtract, or modify strokes and test again.
Bring all of your drawings to the workshop. Scan beforehand
if possible.
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Requirements: Workshop attendees must bring their own
laptops. Software required to be pre-installed: Fontographer or
comparable font creation software.

Workshops
Half-Day Sessions: Morning
9:00 AM – 12:30 PM

L e tte r P lay: T o o ling Ar o u nd
Teri Kahan & Jane Shibata
Lettering and calligraphy are often created using conventional
writing tools. But sometimes the most beautiful letter forms
come from items that one would never expect to be used as
writing instruments. In this fun and stimulating workshop, participants will be able to try out a variety of mark-making tools,
both traditional and non-traditional. Following demonstrations, participants will move through several stations working
spontaneously with a variety of papers and inks.
No prior experience necessary. Aprons/paint clothes and
comfy shoes recommended.

B e g innin g Fo nt D esig n: Par t I
Ted Harrison, FontLab
This is not an advanced class. All material has been designed for
beginners.
Students will be introduced to the legacy of extant font
families and how they continue to drive modern design. As we
cover the basic components and vocabulary, we will design a
font together, step by step.
The process will include planning the right font for the right
project, font formats, how to tackle the positioning and metrics
of a font, importing artwork, and understanding vector outlines. Students will use this knowledge to create test fonts using
Fontographer and TypeTool.
Requirements: Workshop attendees must bring their own
laptops. Software required to be pre-installed: Fontographer
(Full or demo version); TypeTool (Full or demo version).

Workshops
Half-Day Sessions: Afternoon
2:00 PM – 5:30 PM

B e g innin g F o nt D esig n: Par t II
Ted Harrison, FontLab
We will build upon the basics covered in Part 1 and progress
to an understanding of encoding, Unicode, special characters,
embedding fonts for PDFs, logo and signature fonts, font names,
and font families. The class will finish by testing and troubleshooting the font(s) we create in real-world scenarios using
Fontographer and TypeTool.
Requirements: Workshop attendees must bring their own
laptops. Software required to be pre-installed: Fontographer
(Full or demo version); TypeTool (Full or demo version).
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B YO P : B r in g Yo u r Own P encil
Franz Hoffman, CEO & Co-founder, Fontself
A fun, highly interactive session where participants are able to
use or re-discover their hand-drawing and handwriting skills.
It’s back to basics!
By highlighting everyone’s ability to draw on paper, this
session will put emphasis on how typography can appeal to a
broader set of people than just professionals and enthusiasts,
such as teenagers, children, and other neophytes ;)
We will show how easily anyone can draft a set of letters and
quickly reveal their own personal “font style.” The focus of this
session is on hands-on techniques and activities to help participants re-discover their hand drawing and handwriting skills,
and get inspired to create uniquely personal illustrated fonts.
The added bonus is, of course, that in spite of the low-tech
creation process, everyone will be able to use their new “personal” fonts by the end of the workshop (and anytime thereafter). It’s the perfect way to develop and transfer time-honored
analog skills to a new medium and showcase your work with
pride.
Requirements: Workshop attendees must bring their own
laptops.

D r awin g L e tter s fr o m Scr at ch
in I llu str at o r
Leslie Cabarga, FlashFonts
Tired of using OPF (Other People’s Fonts) as the basis of your
logos and graphic design? Got some letter design ideas of your
own but are just not sure how to begin digitizing them? Leslie
Cabarga, author of The Logo, Font & Lettering Bible, will show
you various methods of creating your own unique letterforms
using Adobe Illustrator. Bring samples of your work on disk for a
gentle crit session. Basic knowledge of Illustrator required.
Requirements: Workshop attendees must bring their own
laptops. Software required to be pre-installed: Adobe Illustrator.

H o w t o Ma k e P lacar ds
John Downer
This workshop by sign painter, glass gilder, and type designer
John Downer will encourage students to produce signs suitable
for demonstrations of any kind — social, political, or economic.
This is a rare opportunity to learn from a master of the craft
how to make letters work to make a bold statement. Feel free
to bring your laptop for maximum mixture of digital and analog
methods. Bring an apron or wear an old T-shirt — you’re going
to get your hands dirty!

Special Event
Hyatt Regency Century Plaza

7:30 PM	Ope n in g N ig ht: Le t the B abel B eg in!
A festival of letter love sponsored by Typekit, Adobe,
Font Bureau, and SOTA — including a cocktail reception and
mingling in the land of web fonts. (7:30 pm – 11:00 pm)
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Keynote Presentation
Roger Black: The Future of Typography
The world is changing under our feet. Type, once the province of
printers, is now in the hands of readers. The change in technology that started with the PC and desktop publishing created a
new market for type design. This conference is an artifact of that
change.
Now mobile devices are increasing this market exponentially. Twenty years ago, the slogan of Type 90 was: “By the
year 2,000 everyone will have a favorite typeface.” Now we can
say that by 2020, everyone will possess their favorite typeface.
They’ll have a particular font that travels with their messages to
wherever they are sent.
This is a good news for type designers, and good news for
type design.

Making Faces: Metal Type in the 21st Century
A documentary by Richard Kegler
This independent documentary captures the personality and
work process of the late Canadian graphic artist Jim Rimmer
(1931–2010). In 2008, P22 type foundry commissioned Rimmer
to create a new type design (Stern) that became the first-ever
simultaneous release of a digital font and hand-set metal font.
Rimmer, a beloved and much lauded figure in the book arts
community, was one of only a few contemporary craftsmen
possessing the skills needed to create a metal font. Kegler’s film
offers a glimpse at Rimmer’s knowledge of and passion for type
design and the book arts through his exploration of a fascinating
but little-seen process.

FridayA u g u s t 2 0 t h
Main Program
Hyatt Regency Century Plaza

8:15 am	Co nt in e nta l B r eak fast
8:50 am	Ope n in g R e mar ks
Welcome and announcements
Exhibits and Marketplace open
9:00 am Th e F u ll T ypo g r aph ic T er r ain
Denise Gonzales Crisp, North Carolina State University
We live in strange and exciting typographic times. Software
offers genre templates that perpetuate timeworn conventions
alongside powerful tools that enable innovation. Dimensional
letters leap from flat surfaces; alphabets of every conceivable material are reproducible; letters tumble and morph on
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screen. In any given moment, reading convention, technology,
material, and language align to deliver typography; the issue
is, every moment is different. How can we embrace and build
discourse that is inclusive of this “typogyroscopic” nature?
Crisp has written a book that rethinks the rules of typography
considering contemporary affordances and inclinations. One
principle underpins her discussion: to master typography is to
be conscious of and employ intersecting systems — forces that
create the contexts within which we produce and interpret typography. She will present and show examples of concepts such
as The Azif Factor, Maximus Facillium: Genres, Transformation
and Replication Style, Real Deal, and Token Materiality (to name
a few), which together strive to capture The Full Typographic
Terrain.

9:45 am T h e T yp o g r aphy o f D isn eyland
Sean Adams, AdamsMorioka, Inc.
Before someone visits Disneyland, they expect all type to be
pink VAG Rundschrift with glossy highlights. The reality is
different. Disneyland’s typography is a collection of detailed
typographic compositions that form a narrative. Type is used
as a vehicle to evoke an emotional response, and communicate a specific time and place. At the same time, much of the
type is used to convey information that points the way to a
restroom, exit, or specific attraction. How can several thematic
approaches and hundreds of different typefaces work together
harmoniously while enhancing the guest experience? How can
type provide a sense of reassurance? And is it okay to make
typography pleasant?

10:30 am	C o ffe e B r e a k
11:00 am T yp e in 2 0
Towards an Optimal Italic
Hrant Papazian, The MicroFoundry
Using Stanley Morison’s thoughts in his celebrated Fleuron article as a springboard, this presentation will coagulate and clarify
ideas of what an Italic design should strive for, based closely on
what functions it needs to perform. Although Morison can be
accused of applying the “slanted-Roman” idea too literally, that
rara avis of font styles does possess ideological merit, in contrast
to the bulk of past and present Italic designs which tend to be
almost entirely servile to convention.
This presentation will assess what went wrong in Morison’s
application, expose obscure but promising precedents from the
Deberny and Genzsch & Heyse foundries, as well as very recent
designs such as Type Together’s Adelle, and, finally, suggest a
sober path towards a judicious revival of the unduly maligned
slanted-Roman.

Recent Work of The Bieler Press
Gerald Lange, The Bieler Press
A discussion of exploratory techniques in digital letterpress via
recent projects undertaken at The Bieler Press.

Arabic Calligraphy and Dance
Nadine Chahine, Linotype
Arabic calligraphy and dance could not be more different in
terms of the reverence given to calligraphy in Arabic culture
and the decadence that one sometimes sees in Arabic; or,
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more aptly put, Oriental dance. However, it is quite possible
to trace similarities across these very different forms of artistic
expression. Modes of expression, long sweeping moves, and the
grace of movement are some common themes that can be easily
highlighted. This presentation will explore the relationship that
can be found in Arabic dance and calligraphy and will offer various examples of the movement of the pen versus the movement
of the body.

12:00 pm T h e T yp o g r aph ic Ma g pie
Kris Sowersby, Klim Type Foundry
“New Zealand is a small room with large windows, and we look out
an awful lot.” — Noel Waite
New Zealand is a young, geographically isolated country,
colonized in the late 1800s. Its colonial experience lead to a
“rapid power of adaptability to circumstance,” developing into
a cultural phenomenon known as the “No.8 Wire” mentality —
which posits that anything can be fixed simply by fencing wire.
Ever since native New Zealand Maori embraced and adapted
Christianity from the first European missionaries, New Zealanders have freely borrowed from each other and abroad. “Crosscultural pollination” is how they seem to have adapted — the
country’s population is too small to survive on a diet of its own
cultural output. Its youth and isolation explains the absence of
a “Kiwi” typeface design history. This talk explores Sowersby’s
practice of typeface design and how he’s dealt with the absence
of his own cultural by working as they’ve always done — No.8
Wire and pollination.
How does this relate to the theme of Babel? Well, according
to Wikipedia, in Babylon, during the third millennium, an intimate cultural symbiosis developed between the Sumerians and
the Akkadians. Scholars refer to this period as a sprachbund.
From the German word for “language union,” a sprachbund
is a group of languages that have become similar in some way
because of geographical proximity and language contact.
They may be genetically unrelated, or only distantly related.
Sowersby sees his working method in a similar fashion, working
through the specimen books and creating “unions” from various genetic typographic lines.

12:45 pm B r e a k f o r lu nch o n yo u r o wn
2:15 pm H o w t o Ch o o se F o nts and
G e t O u t o f the D ar k Side o f T he F o r ce
Ricardo Martins, Federal University of Paraná
Choosing fonts is an essential skill and, at the same time, a difficult task for designers. The purpose of this lecture is to present,
in a funny way, a method of type selection that helps designers
to make appropriate choices; taking into account the sender,
purpose and historical period of the text, the culture, age and
language of the reader, the meaning potential that type should
reinforce, the levels of information, the reproduction process,
and the degree of originality required for type. This multifactorial approach helps to avoid the pitfalls that typeface selection
presents.

3:00 pm T yp o g r aphy B e yo nd Latin
Satya Rajpurohit, The Indian Type Foundry
In this presentation, Rajpurohit will focus on the aspect of
type design that is generally ignored and is also fairly com-
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plicated — the digitization of Indian scripts. So far, very little
has been done in terms of standardization of any sort when it
comes to digitization of Indian scripts. Being a part of the first
true type foundry in India, Rajpurohit firmly believes that what
they do now at ITF will set the standards for those who follow.
Rajpurohit will focus on two major type design projects he has
undertaken — Fedra Hindi, and Kohinoor Multiscript, which
aims to be the largest typeface family ever created, including
support for nine major Indian scripts in addition to Latin.

3:20 pm S O TA Catalyst Awa r d
A presentation by the SOTA Board of Directors.

3:30 pm	C o ffe e B r e a k
4:00 pm T h e F u t u r e is No w:
Th e B r av e N e w W o r ld o f W e b F o nts
Special Sessions
A series of short presentations on Web Fonts and related topics,
moderated by John Hudson (Tiro Typeworks). Speakers include
Roger Black (The End User Perspective), Tal Leming and Erik van
Blokland (What is WOFF, and How does it Work?), Chris Lilley
(The W3C Standards Process and Web Fonts), Raph Levien (The
Google Font API), and Tim Brown (Font Metrics and the Web).

5:15 pm W e b F o nts
Panel Discussion
A diverse group of professionals will discuss recent advances,
future plans, and the overall impact of Web Fonts. Participants
include Bryan Mason, moderator (Typekit), Christopher Slye
(Adobe), Bill Davis (Ascender), Tom Phinney (Extensis), Roger
Black (Font Bureau), Adam Twardoch (FontLab/MyFonts),
Raph Levien (Google), Erik van Blokland (LettError), Simon
Daniels (Microsoft), Vladimir Levantovsky (Monotype Imaging),
Tal Leming (Type Supply), Chris Lilley (W3C), Shu-Yun Lai
(Pereira & O’Dell), and more.

6:30 pm B r e a k f o r d inner o n yo u r o wn
E v e n in g
A free evening to meet up with old friends, make some new
ones, and explore Los Angeles.
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Saturday
August 21st
Main Program
Hyatt Regency Century Plaza

8:30 am	Co ntin e nta l B r eak fast
9:00 am	Ope n in g R e mar ks
Welcome and announcements
Exhibits and Marketplace open
9:05 am B e lle s L e ttr e s
(T yp o g r aph ically Spe ak ing , o f Co u r se)
Jean François Porchez, Porchez Typofonderie
This title wasn’t his choice, but Porchez says this working title
sounded nice and was French enough to be appealing, so he
adopted it: Indeed, he will show several beautiful letters (that’s
the point of a lecture at TypeCon). The main question that
he will try to answer this year is: How much does designing
typefaces require a different approach from other graphic design
projects? Do graphic designers use the same layout or same
concept for all their clients? No — a good graphic designer will
create an obviously unique identity for each new project. As
in graphic design, without any brief or any problem to solve, it
becomes very difficult to create something new and interesting.
What is the mystery ingredient that makes a good typefaces?
Old projects never ending such as Parisine (or more recent
works such as the designer’s Henderson, Retiro, Vuitton, among
others) will help to explain in depth his typographic design process. Porchez says type design doesn’t require more skills than
anything else — just a clear analysis of needs, proper discussion
with a client, and, indeed, many hours of work as everything.

9:50 am T it le Man : Har o ld Adler
Jill Bell, Jill Bell Brandlettering
Back in the 1940s, when all movie titles, posters, and lobby
cards were done by hand, Harold Adler began his lettering
career in the film industry. Amazingly, he not only survived all
of the ensuing technological changes, but become a veritable
trendsetter, creating the lettering for such renowned title designers as Saul Bass and Pablo Ferro. Remarkably, Adler worked
into his 80s. While this presentation is primarily an overview of
Adler’s work, life, and illustrious acquaintances, it also provides
a glimpse at the evolution of film title design in Hollywood.

10:30 am	C o ffe e B r e ak
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11:00 am T yp e in 2 0
A Dramatically Different Approach to Type Design —
How to Rewrite the Rules of Type Design (and Use)
and Do Both Good and Well as a Result)
Eben Sorkin, Eyebytes
This talk shows that a new kind of type design is possible, in
particular one that is more screen oriented, is more multi-script
oriented (Devanagari, Arabic, and Chinese, etc.), and which is
also more sophisticated in general terms.
The core of this change is a novel approach to support for semantic distinction between sections of text. Instead of the usual
reliance on the three axes of distinction we are all familiar with
— size, regular vs. bold, regular vs italic — this new approach
to type design would take advantage of the ability of higher
resolutions in screens to offer axes of distinctions based on style
(many axes), as well as condensed forms, in italics (variations
based more on letter construction than angle or slant), and
small caps.
This approach is especially useful for non latin scripts
because it does not force the sometimes unnatural or difficult
conventions to indicate semantic status. While a systematic
approach to expanding semantic options is quite new, there are
many positive precedents. This approach is actually grounded in
fine typography.

More than A-Z: In Search of a Global Latin Literacy Font
Annie Olsen, SIL International
If you were teaching people to read, what font would you use?
Many different ones have been used for languages with Latin
letters, with varying degrees of success. Look-alike letters,
missing characters, and changing technologies are just a few of
today’s typographic challenges. Can a single font family meet
the needs of new readers in diverse locations across the globe?
Can it serve the goals of literacy educators as well? Can it avoid
the pitfalls of some commonly available fonts? New tools and
thoughtful design may make this possible.

Stochastic Printing
Johanna Drucker, The Horn Press at UCLA
A presentation of a letterpress work in progress that forces
type to behave as part of an emergent system. This is a creative
project, a new artists’ bookwork.

Sweeping the Barbershop Floor:
OT Script Typefaces: How to Make Smart Fonts Smarter
Paul Shaw, LetterPerfect, & Abby Goldstein
OpenType, with its numerous options for alternate characters,
has made script typefaces more natural and realistic than they
have ever been. At the same time, such scripts, while wildly
popular, have become more difficult to use, blunting their full
potential. This presentation will summarize the historical evolution of script typefaces, examine the state of OpenType script
fonts today, show the possibilities such fonts offer to the graphic
designer/typographer, and, in conclusion, provide a step-bystep guide to how to achieve expert results.
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12:20 pm W e st C o ast “Ch o lo ” Style Gr aff iti
Chaz Bojórquez
Artist Chaz Bojórquez has been immersed in the graffiti tradition
of East Los Angeles Mexican Americans since the 1950s. He has
combined graffiti, his formal fine art education, and extensive
Asian calligraphy studies, becoming one of the best-known and
most original graffiti artists from Los Angeles. Bojórquez will
speak about its cultural history, international influence, and
contemporary applications that define his experience as well as
his philosophy about the value and execution of letters.

1:00 pm	Cha z B o j ó r qu e z B o o k Sig ning
1:00 pm B r e a k f o r lu nch o n yo u r o wn
2:30 pm T yp o g r aphy + Scie nce > 2:
Why Empirical Research Methods
Should Be Part of a Type Education
Kevin Larson (with an introduction by Juliet Shen)
Serif fonts are read faster than sans serif fonts, except for on
screen. A bad fi clash will cause the reader to stumble. Web surfers are blind to banner ads on web pages. A row of dots in a table
of contents makes it easier to find the page numbers. When
making real-world design decisions, assumptions must be made
in order to get anything done. Some of these assumptions are
right, and some of these assumptions are wrong, but how do
we tell them apart? In this talk, Larson will propose a course on
empirical research methods that he believes should be a part of
every typographer’s education.

3:00 pm	In c o r p o r at ing Lette r pr ess P r inting
int o G r aphi c D e sig n Edu cat io n
Joey Hannaford, University of West Georgia, Carrollton,
& Jeff Pulaski, Wichita State University
Letterpress printing and book arts have recently enjoyed a huge
resurgence in popularity in current graphic design practice and
university design curriculums both in the U.S. and abroad. A
parallel can be drawn between this swing-of-the-pendulum
from digital environments to a fascination with handmade
crafts and the nineteenth-century Arts and Crafts Movement’s
celebration of traditional craft as a reaction against factorymade objects. Joey Hannaford and Jeff Pulaski are graphic design
faculty whose university programs have recently begun to include the traditional craft of letterpress printing as a component
of their largely digital-based curricula. They have found this to
be an effective way of increasing the design student’s knowledge of design history, respect for materials, craftsmanship,
and appreciation and awareness of the impact of current digital
technology on their design decision-making process.
This presentation inquires into how current design students
absorb and apply the basic concepts of typography when their
only life-experience of these disciplines has been exclusively
digitally based. The presenters will describe each of their program’s approaches to incorporating this return to the past not as
an exercise in nostalgia, but as a means to re-connect, reinforce,
and instill in the design student the typographic vernacular of
the past in the hope that this will develop new typographers
who are more attentive (in the Buddhist sense of the word) to
typography’s higher purpose.
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3:35 pm T e xt ile : T yp o gr aphy o f the 1 9 th Ce ntu r y
Te xt ile Tr ad e
Adrian Wilson
Manchester in England is well known as the world’s first
industrial city — built for the manufacture of cotton fabric in
factories that boasted, “We make for Britain before breakfast,
and for the rest of the World after.” By the 1880s, 85% of all
fabric in the world came from Manchester. What hasn’t been
known until recently was that the merchants who sold up to
250 million cloth pieces a year stamped them with the most
ornate typography and images, designed to appeal to buyers in
specific markets around the world. Hindu goddesses, Chinese
fables, Latin American scenes, African views, and ethnic art
from every cultural group in the world was used to appeal to
native buyers. This is as far from modern global branding and
established ideas about ignorant Empire merchants as it gets.
What’s more, the technology used to stamp the designs on the
fabric developed from fabric printing rather than paper printing
and was a secretive business. Rather than cast metal or carved
wood, stamps could take a month to make, by hammering strips
of copper into wooden blocks in the most intricate yet accurate
ways. The typefaces used were varied, with many unique to the
textile trade, so this will be the first time in over 100 years most
of these fonts have been seen.
As the Manchester cotton trade withered to nothing,
merchants closed their doors and most stamps were burnt or
dumped. Luckily, Adrian Wilson managed to save a few thousand stamps and related ephemera. He was inspired by Carol
Wahler to give the first talk on his collection at the TDC earlier
this year, and is now set to reveal even more of his previously
unseen collection at Typecon.

4:15 pm	C o ffe e B r e a k
4:45 pm S o m e th in g O ld, So me thing Ne w,
and S o m e th ing in P r o g r ess
Doyald Young
The lettering artist, type designer, writer, and educator will
discuss his fonts, his work for the entertainment industry, hotel
logos, academia, brand identity, the sports world, and an homage to Hermann and Gudrun Zapf. Also featured: a look at his
latest type design and his new book, Learning Curves.

5:30 pm	On Yo u n g
Group presentation featuring Marian Bantjes, Jill Bell, and
Hank Richardson (Portfolio Center)
Friends and colleagues of Doyald Young will discuss his body
of work, his role as an educator, and deliver new insights into
the creative spirit, elegance, and wit of Art Center’s “Inaugural
Master of the College.”

6:15 pm B r e a k b e f o r e dinner at g ala par ty
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Special Event
Hyatt Regency Century Plaza

8:30 PM A dv e nt u r e s in La La Land
The biggest social event of TypeCon, this year’s shindig will feature mountains of delicious food, refreshing cocktails, a screening of TDC-award-winning film titles, and the (in)famous Type
Quiz with your host and quizmaster Allan Haley. It’s a night full
of fun and games, brought to you in part by the good people at
Monotype Imaging. (8:30 pm – 12:00 am)

Sunday
A u g u s t 2 2 nd
Main Program
Hyatt Regency Century Plaza

8:30 am	Co ntin e nta l B r eak fast
9:10 am	Op e n in g R e mar ks
Welcome and announcements
Exhibits and Marketplace open
9:15 am D e s ig n Q & A: No w & T hen
Panel Discussion
Featuring Andrew Byrom (moderator), Gail Swanlund,
Deborah Sussman, Ed Fella, and Sean King.
This session offers an exploration of the work of Charles Eames
and his influence on graphic design. Andrew Byrom will take
the Eames 1972 short film Design Q&A as a starting point and
lead a discussion on how the questions (and answers) posed in
this film inspire/relate to contemporary graphic design and,
perhaps more importantly, to ask what are the new questions
for our times.
Design Q&A shown courtesy of Eames Office, LLC.

10:15 am T yp e H isto r y in T r ansitio n: T he Eme r g ence
o f the T r ansitio na l Labe l
Craig Eliason, University of St. Thomas
“Transitional” is a controversial label in type design history.
Some value the term for offering a finer-grained distinction between the longstanding categories of Oldstyle and Modern letterforms. Others argue that it implies a historical development
that the facts do not bear out. This presentation will investigate
the historical context of the term’s emergence. Though argu-
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ably inaccurate and even inherently problematic, the emergent
“transitional” label for type designs fit with changing paradigms
of cultural history in the period between the World Wars.

10:55 am	C o ffe e B r e a k
11:25 am T yp e in 2 0
Refurbishing Babel: The Celestial Emporium of Benevolent Type
Alexandra Korolkova, ParaType
In 2009–2010, the Federal Agency for Press and Mass Communications commissioned the development of two type families —
PT Sans and PT Serif. The intention was to develop a set of fonts
that could serve all official languages of the Russian Federation
and make them publicly available. Russian territory is inhabited
by many peoples using about 200 languages; around 50 of them
have official status. On one hand, the project is an example of
collaboration between linguists and type designers; on the other
hand, it’s an example of proper attitude of government to type
design. PT Sans was released at the end of December 2009 and
is already widely used within and outside of Russia. PT Serif
will be released later this year. See www.paratype.com/public for
details.

Typography In Restaurant Design
Jeff Moore, Green Olive Media
Green Olive Media is a design company focused on the food,
beverage and restaurant industry. The GOM creatives place particular emphasis on the importance of type in their work, and
will present an overview of how they bring type to the forefront
of their design work when creating identities and brands for
restaurant and food and beverage clients.

LetterWorks: Graffiti Diversion Program
Lisa Engelbrecht
Calligrapher Lisa Engelbrecht will discuss how diverse forms
of lettering and those who create alphabetical art can work
together harmoniously, bridging the gap between, styles, cultures, and generations.

Mad Men New Orleans Style
Nancy Sharon Collins, Nancy Sharon Collins Stationer
Collins Print & Imaging LLC
In 1961, The Ad Club, one of the oldest professional clubs in
New Orleans, asked the fledgling Art Directors and Designers
Association to make a presentation introducing itself and its
members: typesetters, lettering specialists, art directors, designers, creative directors, stat-camera operators, comp, board,
and key-line artists. With funds from an AIGA Katrina Relief
Grant and AIGA New Orleans, the original 35 mm slide show
and accompanying reel-to-reel audio tapes have been digitized
and re-synchronized. Join Collins for the Gulf Coast version of
the TV show, “Mad Men.”

12:45 pm B r e a k f o r lu nch o n yo u r o wn
T yp e C r it iq u es
Matthew Carter, John Downer, & Akira Kobayashi
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2:15 pm T yp e in 2 0
The Lushootseed Wood Type Project
Juliet Shen, Shen Design, & Bill Moran, Hamilton Museum
of Wood Type & Printing/Blinc Publishing
Lushootseed is a family of languages spoken by the Native
American tribes living around Puget Sound in Washington state.
It is classified by UNESCO as severely endangered, the last category before extinction. In 2009, Shen was hired by The Tulalip
Tribes, who are actively working to bring the language back
to everyday use, to design a Unicode-compliant digital font
for Lushootseed. She based her design on universal shapes in
traditional Salish wood carving, so translating the digital design
into wood type seemed the natural way to go when setting up
a letterpress print shop for the tribes’ language department.
Under director Jim Moran and creative director Bill Moran,
the Hamilton Museum of Wood Type & Printing has transformed
itself from a dusty depository of artifacts to a living museum.
The cutting of Matthew Carter’s original wood typeface, Van
Lanen, and the Tulalip Lushootseed project are two initiatives
indicative of the museum’s new vitality. Bill Moran will describe
the risks and rewards of using a computer-driven laser cutter in
combination with a traditional pantographic router, and how
retired employees who have returned to Hamilton with their
almost-lost skills are a vital part of the effort.

Let Me Blue Your Mind: Scale, Shift, and Fuzz Explained
Miguel Sousa, Adobe Systems
You’ve heard about BlueFuzz, but you don’t quite understand
what it is? You’ve read the manual cover to cover, but still have
no clue of what BlueScale or BlueShift values to use?
If you ever wanted to know what this Blue stuff is about
but you couldn’t find enough information on the web, and
the Type 1 specification also didn’t help that much, then this
presentation is for you. Sousa will explain each of these three
hinting parameters and demonstrate how they affect the rasterization. He will also provide methods for calculating and testing
the appropriate values. By the end of the session, you should
expect to have a good grasp of these Blues.

Typography in Caldecott-Honored Children’s Books
Thomas Phinney, Extensis
The Caldecott Medal is the top award for American children’s
picture books, and the winners are often best-sellers. Thomas
Phinney and Dr. Lesley Colabucci studied the typography of
the 88 books honored from 1990–2010. Phinney will share their
analysis in this presentation, along with some thoughts on the
state of typography in children’s books in general. The results of
their research will also be published later this year in Children &
Libraries, a journal of the American Library Association.

Art Imitating Life... Imitating Art
Michael Doret
In the spring of 2009, Michael Doret released a new font design
called Deliscript, which was loosely based on the neon signage
over Canter’s Deli (a famed eatery located in the Fairfax District
of Los Angeles). Less than a year later, Doret became involved
in a series of events involving the convergence of three factors:
(1) the original inspiration for Deliscript, (2) a Google search,
and (3) a young entrepreneur. Doret will talk about how these
events serendipitously led him down the road towards earning a
lifetime’s worth of pastrami sandwiches.
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3:35 pm	G u t e nb e r g and B -42 T yp e
Kitty Maryatt, Scripps College Press
Gutenberg’s font is fascinating in its adaptation of fifteenthcentury German manuscript hands. The numerous ligatures
and contractions are evidence of the attempt to fit text into the
narrow measure of a double column on a page. Scripps College
Press students recreated one page of the Bible using B-42 type
in metal as part of a semester-long collaborative book project.
This lecture will detail the sorting of the 246-character font into
type cases, explain the strategy of closely copying Gutenberg’s
methods, and summarize what the group learned from the
experience.

4:15 pm	C o ffe e B r e a k
4:45 pm T yp e in 2 0
P-English / An Experimental Approach to Farsi Typography
Sam Anvari, Lotus Interworks, Inc.
The growth of the Internet in Iran brought with it the beginning
of a sub-language called “P-English” by which chat and email
users utilize Roman English characters to convey messages in
Farsi.
While communicating in P-English can never be seen as a
genuine replacement to the Farsi alphabet, it can be seen as a
communication tool to convey Persian cultural values. Along
with all new possibilities which P-English offers to the Farsi
community, there are some issues that must be addressed. The
biggest problem is that there is no standard for writing vowels in
P-English. For example, a certain word in Farsi could be written
in various combinations in P-English.
Anvari’s research is a practical approach to set standard for
P-English. As a result, this project could encourage P-English
users to not only utilize it for speedy communication, but also
to incorporate it in serious publications. Such movement can
benefit the second generation of Persians living overseas and
help them to get in touch with their cultural roots.

Letterforms and Literacy in Children
Lorrie Frear & Carol Fillip, Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT)
Why is it that children can often identify corporate brands
before they can identify letters and words? Companies use
strategic positioning and application as well as repetition to
build recognition of their products and services to consumers
As a result, children become familiar with the shapes, colors,
and imagery used in logos and logotypes without knowing the
letterforms used to create these brand images. In stark contrast
to this systematic approach is the inconsistent manner in which
typography is presented to children in educational and recreational reading materials, games, and toys. This presentation
explores these inconsistencies, the confusion they present to
children and parents — while offering possible graphic, systematic, holistic solutions.

Semiotics on Liquid Typography
Milka Broukhim
Here is a person who always finds it hard to choose. This time,
he hasn’t. Expect some scenes from recent collaborative projects, including Made with FontFont and A Line of Type. Unseen
book cover designs for a Belgian publisher. A brief message from
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the Axis of Evil. Some random notes about the nature and culture of type design. Intriguing pictures from the Phaidon book,
Area_2. And a sermon for those who already have everything.

5:45 pm F r o m Cav e Walls to Callig r aphy :
Pass in g o n the Le g acy
Group Presentation
The Society for Calligraphy, Southern California
Robbie Saslow, Jann Marks, BZ Sommers, Bonnie Ebbs,
Gary Mond, and Carrie Imai
SfC members take us on a trip through time as they demonstrate
the evolution of written communication. This lively group
presentation features a review of Pictograms, Heiroglyphics,
Phoenician, Cuneiform, then moves into Roman, Uncial, Carolingean, and Gothic styles. Get your hands on papyrus plant and
paper, vellum, feather quills, and reeds, and get inspired to take
up your own pen during a lesson on Gothic lettering.

6:25 pm	Clo s in g R e mar ks

Special Event
International Printing Museum

7:30 PM S o u thland Tales: A W ind D o wn
We hate to say goodbye for another year, but we’ll send you
off in style with a relaxing closing event at the International
Printing Museum. Enjoy a casual dinner, demos, tours, and fine
conversation with friends old and new. (7:30 pm – 11:00 pm)

Schedule subject to change. Please see the schedule online at
www.typecon.com for the latest TypeCon schedule, events and
information.
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Speakers’ Bios

Sean Adams

AdamsMorioka, Inc.
www.adamsmorioka.com

Sean is a co-founder of AdamsMorioka.
He has been recognized by every major
competition and publication including; Step,
Communication Arts, Graphis, AIGA, The Type
Directors Club, The British Art Directors
Club, and the New York Art Directors Club. A solo exhibition
on AdamsMorioka was held at The San Francisco Museum of
Modern Art, and Adams has been cited as one of the forty most
important people shaping design internationally in the ID40.
Sean is the national president and past national board
member of AIGA, and past president of AIGA Los Angeles. He is
a Fellow of the Aspen Design Conference, and AIGA Fellow. He
teaches at Art Center College of Design. Sean is a frequent lecturer and competition judge internationally. Adams is the coauthor of Logo Design Workbook, Color Design Workbook, and the
upcoming Masters of Design. AdamsMorioka clients include ABC,
Adobe, Gap, Frank Gehry Partners, Nickelodeon, Sundance,
Target, USC, and The Walt Disney Company.

Sam Anvari

Art Director
Lotus Interworks, Inc.
www.samanvari.com

Sam Anvari comes from an electronic
engineering background but truly found his
passion in graphic design. After graduating
from university in 1998, Sam began to work
as a graphic designer and has kept the same profession to date.
He found his passion in typography, where it speaks the same
systematic method of innovation as Engineering. Sam is currently working on his MFA in Graphic Design at OTIS College of
Art and Design in Los Angeles California.

Peter Bain

Mississippi State University/Incipit
www.incipit.com

Peter Bain is a graphic designer and typographer. Prior to founding his studio Incipit,
he was a type director at Saatchi & Saatchi
for more than a decade. He has researched
phototype, and co-curated the exhibition
“Blackletter: Type and National Identity” at The Cooper Union.
He is on the faculty at Mississippi State University, and taught
at Parsons/The New School for Design and at Pratt Institute. He
received his MFA from Virginia Commonwealth University, and
last participated at TypeCon in 2005.
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Marian Bantjes
www.bantjes.com

Marian Bantjes is a designer, artist and writer working internationally from her base on a small island off the west coast of
Canada, near Vancouver. She was trained as a book typesetter
(1984-1994) and was a straight-up graphic designer from 1994
to 2003. But it is since 2004 that her highly personal, obsessive
and sometimes strange graphic work has brought her international recognition. Marian is known for her custom typography,
detailed and lovingly precise vector art, her obsessive hand
work, her patterning and ornament. Often hired to create custom art for magazines, advertising and special projects, Marian’s
work has an underlying structure and formality that frames its
organic, fluid nature. Her clients include Pentagram (Michael
Bierut), Stefan Sagmeister, Saks Fifth Avenue, Maharam, Ogilvy
& Mather Chicago, Young & Rubicam Chicago, Random House,
Houghton Mifflin, Wallpaper*, WIRED, The Guardian (UK), The
New York Times, among many others. Her book, I Wonder, is due
out in the fall of 2010, published by Thames & Hudson.

Joerg Becker

Assistant Professor
UIC School of Art and Design

Joerg Becker received his diploma in visual
communication (Germany) and an MFA in
visual rhetoric and philosophy (The Netherlands); teaches typography and book design
for several universities and companies in
Germany; works at Odeonzwo Agency (Hanover/Berlin) as an
art director/creative director; and is an assistant professor at
UIC Chicago. Becker’s interests include typography, language,
visual perception, visual rhetoric, creative process, problem
invention and solving, communication, visual writing and
education, mistakes, and ignorance.

Jill Bell

Jill Bell Brandlettering
www.jillbell.com

A graduate of UCLA and Otis/Parsons, Jill has
worked for herself as a graphic artist primarily creating letter forms for over two decades.
Previously she worked as sign painter in
a shop and as a production artist for Saul
Bass. In her teens she thought she’d be a painter, a writer or a
professional photographer and her love for those things has not
diminished.
Jill Bell’s work has appeared in various shows, annuals and
books, has been written about in newspapers, journals and
magazines (How, Step-by-Step, Letter Arts Review, etc.). She
has spoken at numerous schools, universities, clubs, professional organizations and conferences such as TypeCon, Seybold,
ATypI, TypoTechnica and TypoBerlin.
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Roger Black

Partner
Font Bureau
www.fontbureau.com
www.rogerblack.com
www.treesaver.net

Roger Black is known for staying slightly
ahead of societal and technological changes.
A publication designer at Rolling Stone in
the 1970s and The New York Times in the 1980s, he was an early
adapter of “desktop publishing,” with Smart.
In the mid-1990s, Black led the design of important contentrich websites such as MSNBC.com and @Home. Some of his
early thinking about the Internet was reflected in a book, Web
Sites that Work (Macmillan, 1996). More recently he directed
the dual web-and-print redesigns for The Washington Post and
Scientific American. He is a partner in Ready-Media, a template
service for magazines, newspapers, websites, and iPad apps,
launched this summer.
Now Black’s at work on a new generation of publications,
including Nomad Editions which starts in October. This group
of digital weeklies runs on Treesaver, a new HTML5 design
platform he helped develop. Continuing as a partner in the Font
Bureau and Danilo Black (both started in 1989), he works from a
small studio in New York.

Chaz Bojórquez

www.chazbojorquez.com

Chaz Bojórquez believes that true selfexpression comes from the soul. At an early
age, in the 1950s, he experienced the graffiti
tradition of the East Los Angeles MexicanAmericans. Los Angeles “Cholo” style graffiti
was dictated by an honored code of writing.
Allegiance to that code of traditional writing brought you
respect.
In 1968, out of high school with a liberal arts/mathematics
diploma, and one year of state college, Bojórquez enrolled into
Chouinard art school (known today as Cal Arts). He also studied
Asian calligraphy from Master Yun Chung Chiang. (Master
Chiang studied under Pu Ju, brother of the last Emperor of
China.) From all of these experiences, in 1969 he combined the
tradition and honor from Cholo gang graffiti and the educational
knowledge from art school, and with the spiritual skills of Asian
calligraphy. Bojórquez is one of the first graffiti writers from Los
Angeles, with his own style. After more than a decade of tagging
in the streets in the 1970s and early 1980s came a deeper need to
understand, why do we do graffiti?
In 1975, Italian photographer Gusmano Cesaretti interviewed
Bojorquez for Street Writers, a transcribed audio tour of East Los
Angeles graffiti in the early 1970s. A pioneer book in the Chicano
and Graffiti culture. In 1979, he embarked on a round-theworld experience, visiting and living in 35 countries, studying
how graphics and letters describes culture and national pride.
The graffiti art that Bojórquez paints today asks even deeper
questions of himself. Does graffiti have intent, purpose, cultural
identity, history and create unity? Who owns the public space
and who has the right to speak and be heard?
These universal questions have answers in all of us.
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Michelle Bowers

Assistant Professor of Typography and Design
University of Massachusetts-Dartmouth
www.michellebowers.com

Michelle Bowers is an educator, artist and
designer from the great lake state of Michigan. She specializes in multi-disciplinary
work that includes conceptual typography,
illustration, photography and design. She currently teaches
typography at The University of Massachusetts-Dartmouth and
has studied in the design programs of Cranbrook Academy of
Art and The University of Arizona.

Milka Broukhim

Art Institute of California: Los Angeles, Hollywood
www.milkabroukhimdesign.com

Milka Broukhim is a visual communication designer and educator born in Iran. She
received an MFA at Art Center College of Design, with the thesis subject of Kinematic Typography; capturing the essence of a theme
through typography and its movement via film title sequences.
She earlier received a BA in Design & Fine Arts at UCLA.
Broukhim is an adjunct professor of typography, type in
motion, and visual communication design at Art Center College
of Design, Otis College of Design, Art Institute of California,
CSU Pomona, CSU Long Beach, and UCLA: Design|Media Art
department.
She is an honorary winner recipient of the Digital Media Film
Festival, After Effects West Film Festival Award Winning Design
For “Kinematic Typography,” and the International Association
of Business Communicators ACE Awards. Her work has been
published and showcased in “Your Face Too! More of the Best
Interactive Interface Designs,” Kellogg University Art Gallery in
Pomona, Art Center College of Design Gallery, Metro Gallery in
Pasadena. Broukhim was a speaker and panelist at TypeCon2008
in Buffalo, New York, and at the Dynamic Typography Symposium sponsored by AIGA/Art Center.

Tim Brown

Typekit
www.typekit.com
www.nicewebtype.com

Tim Brown is Type Manager for Typekit. He
studies, promotes, and advances the craft of
web typography on a daily basis, and shares
what he knows at Nice Web Type. Tim has
written for A List Apart, and he helps web designers with tools
like Web Font Specimen.
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Andrew Byrom

California State University Long Beach
www.andrewbyrom.com

Andrew Byrom was born in Liverpool,
England, in 1971. After graduating from the
University of East London in 1996 he opened
his own design studio and worked for various
clients including Penguin Books, The British
Academy of Composers and Songwriters, The Industrial Design
Centre, Time Out Online, and The Guardian Newspaper. Around
this time he also began teaching graphic design at The University of Luton and Central Saint Martins.
Byrom moved to the States in 2000 to teach at Northern
Illinois University. In 2006, he moved to Long Beach to take up
an Associate Professor position at California State University.
He divides his time between teaching, designing for various
clients and playing with his sons, Auden, Louis, and Julian. He
has recently been commissioned to design typefaces and type
treatments for Sagmeister Inc., The New York Times Magazine,
McGraw-Hill, and Surface Magazine.
Byrom’s design work has featured in Print, Creative Review,
Dwell, PAGE, Architectural Record and in several graphic design
books including: TDC Annual 2008, Type Addicted, Typo: The Beautiful World of Fonts, New Typographic Design, and the AIGA Annual
2004. His work has been exhibited in design venues across the
US and has been recognized with a Certificates of Excellence
from the AIGA and The Type Directors Club.

Leslie Cabarga

Flashfonts
www.flashfonts.com

Leslie Cabarga is a designer of multifarious
pursuits. As an illustrator, his work has appeared in Time, Rolling Stone, Esquire, and The
New York Times. As an author, he has created
over thirty books, including the Designer’s
Guide to Color Combinations, Logo, Font & Lettering Bible, Learn
FontLab Fast, and The Secret Life of Logos. Cabarga’s popular font
designs, Magneto, Raceway, Streamline, and Rocket, are fast
becoming classics. As a logo designer, he has created scores of
identities including those of Sunset magazine and New York’s
Absolute magazine.
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Matthew Carter
Carter and Cone
www.carterandcone.com

Matthew Carter is a type designer and
principal of Carter and Cone Type Inc., in
Cambridge, Massachusetts. He has been a
member of SOTA since its beginning. Type
design crits with John Downer and Akira
Kobayashi have been offered regularly at TypeCon conferences.
A book about his work, Typographically Speaking, based on a
retrospective exhibition, is published by Princeton Architectural Press.

Nadine Chahine
Arabic Specialist
Linotype
www.linotype.com

Linotype’s Arabic Specialist, Nadine Chahine,
is an award-winning Lebanese type designer.
She studied Graphic Design at the American
University of Beirut and MA in Typeface
Design at the University of Reading, UK. She taught Arabic type
design at the American University in Dubai and at the Lebanese
American University in Beirut. In September 2007, she started a
PhD program at Leiden University and her focus is on legibility
studies for the Arabic script. She has won the Dean’s Award for
Creative Achievement in 2000, and an Award for Excellence
in Type Design from TDC in New York in 2008. Her typefaces
include: the best-selling Frutiger Arabic, Neue Helvetica Arabic,
Palatino Arabic, Koufiya, Janna, Badiya, and BigVesta Arabic.

Rebecca Chamlee
Associate Professor, Otis Laboratory Press
Otis College of Art and Design
pieintheskypress.blogspot.com

Rebecca Chamlee is a book artist, graphic designer, letterpress
printer and hand bookbinder who operates Pie In The Sky Press,
a small private press in Ventura County, California, that specializes in limited edition artist books and fine press books by
selected poets. Rebecca is an associate professor of book arts at
Otis College of Art and Design in Los Angeles. She has exhibited
her work around the country including The Los Angeles Municipal Art Gallery, Barnsdall Art Park, Los Angeles; Abecedarian Galley in Denver, Colorado; Austin Peay State University
in Clarksville, Tennessee; and Chapman College Guggenhiem
Gallery in Orange, California. Her work is in the collections of
Brown University, John Hay Library; Brigham Young University,
Harold B. Lee Library Special Collections; Savannah College of
Art and Design, Savannah Campus Library Artist Book Collection; Otis College of Art and Design Special Collections Library;
University of Utah, Marriott Library Special Collections and
numerous private collectors. Rebecca is affliated with the Fine
Press Book Association, The Book Club of California, The Guild of
Bookworkers, Hand Bookbinders of California, Pacific Center for
the Book Arts, Ladies of Letterpress and the American Printing
History Association.
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Simon Clowes

Design Director
Prologue
www.prologue.com

Simon Clowes graduated with a Bachelor of
Arts Honors degree in Graphic Media Design
from the London College of Communication (formerly London College of Printing).
In recognition of typographic achievement, he was elected
to be a member of the International Society of Typographic
Designers. After designing for a short time in London at Red Bee
Media (formerly BBC broadcast), Clowes moved to Los Angeles
to work for Kyle Cooper, founder of Imaginary Forces and
Prologue Films.

Nancy Sharon Collins
Nancy Sharon Collins Stationer
Collins Print & Imaging LLC
www.nancysharoncollinsstationer.com

Nancy Sharon Collins has been cited almost sixty times in popular media for her
exemplary bespoke hand-engraved social
stationery. She is a stationer, veteran graphic
designer, typographer, independent print history scholar,
partner in Collins, LLC, director of special projects for the AIGA
New Orleans chapter, instructor of design at Louisiana State
University and is teaching advanced typography with UCLA
Extensions online. Currently she is working on a book about
American commercial engraving.

Jon Coltz

Daidala
www.daidala.com

Jon Coltz says: “It’s embarrassingly simple,
really: I love type. I haven’t always; it only hit
me as I was writing a paper for grad school. I
needed a good lowercase beta, and I realized
then that someone actually had to draw that
beta and all the other letters as well. I began to read and to learn
that typefaces have stories; I soon understood that typography
is just as rich and multifaceted as any other branch of study. I
don’t design type, and I don’t have any professional affiliation
with it as such; I’m pretty much an interloper. But I hope someday to become an ex-interloper and to make a real contribution
to the field. Until then, I’ll just be looking over your shoulder.
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Denise Gonzales Crisp
Professor, Graphic Design, College of Design
North Carolina State University
www.ncsu.edu

“Bi-located” in Los Angeles, California, and
Raleigh, North Carolina, Denise Gonzales
Crisp is Professor of Graphic Design at North
Carolina State University, and designer
of the occasional studio SuperStove! Her design and writing have appeared in many international publishing venues,
including Emigre, Items, Form, Design and Culture Journal, Design
Observer and Eye Magazine; in anthologies such as All Access:
The Making of Thirty Extraordinary Graphic Designers and Design
Research: Methods and Perspectives; and in exhibitions, including
“Dimension+Typography” and “East Coast/West Coast: Graphics in the United States.” She holds an MFA from California
Institute of the Arts.

Simon Daniels

Lead Program Manager for Fonts
Microsoft typography
www.microsoft.com/typography

Simon Daniels is a lead program manager
within Microsoft’s Windows Core Experience
team working on fonts and font technology. Simon is a graduate of The University
of Reading’s typography and graphic communication program,
and has been involved with web typography since 1994.

Bill Davis

Ascender Corp.
ascendercorp.com
fontmarketplace.com
ascenderfonts.com

Bill Davis is VP of Business Development of
Ascender Corp. He has over twenty years’
experience working with font technology in
one way or another. At Ascender, Bill is responsible for marketing and product development, including the company’s websites, web font initiatives, and type foundry partnerships. Bill’s
first job after graduating from RIT was just down the road in
Culver City, CA, with Informational International, Inc. (Triple-I,
one of the pioneers in full page typesetting in the late ’70s and
early ’80s... before PostScript!)
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Chris Do

President and Executive Creative Director
Blind
www.blind.com

Chris Do is the founder and executive
creative director of Bind, Inc., a multidisciplinary, digital design studio with offices
in Santa Monica and NYC. He has worked on
a variety of projects including: Eraser, The Island of Dr. Moreau,
music videos for Jet and the Raveonettes, and for clients Fox,
Scion, PDFA and Honda.
Do has been recognized by: Communication Arts, I.D., AIGA,
Art Director’s Club, Type Director’s Club, The One Show, BDA,
LA Weekly, NY Film Festival, Telly, Print, How, RESFEST, Ion,
British D&AD, VMA, and most recently, by the Television Academy of Arts and Sciences.

Saeri Cho Dobson

Assistant Professor of Graphic Design
Loyola Marymount University
www.lmu.edu

Saeri Cho Dobson is an assistant professor of
graphic design at Loyola Marymount University. Her artistic pursuit of justice and moral
responsibility to educate the whole person
are hallmarks of her dynamic teaching philosophy. Prior to this,
she taught visual communication design at Nanyang Technological University in Singapore. Saeri holds a BFA in Communication Design from Parsons School of Design in New York, and a
MFA from Art Center College of Design in Pasadena. Past works
in both print and new media expand the boundaries between
type as text, and type as texture. Her experimental typography
has been exhibited in galleries in New Zealand, Seoul Korea,
Mexico, and Los Angeles.

Michael Doret

www.michaeldoret.com

Michael Doret grew up in Brooklyn, NY, near
Coney Island — the influence of which is permanently etched in his work. He graduated
from Cooper Union, and went on to start his
own design studio in New York. In the ’70s
his work revitalized the art of hand-lettering
by expanding it into the areas of illustration and graphic design.
If you’ve seen his logo for the Knicks or one of his covers for
Time magazine then you’re familiar with the energy Michael
brought to the art of hand-lettering. Recently he began releasing font designs under his foundry name “Alphabet Soup.”
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John Downer
VOLTAGE, Inc.

John Downer is a sign painter by trade, with
a specialty in gold leaf lettering. He has a BA
in Fine Art from Washington State University
and both an M.A. and an MFA in Painting
from The University of Iowa. He began his
career as a freelance type designer in 1983.
Downer writes about type and type history for Emigre magazine,
House magazine, and other publications. He lives in Iowa City,
and travels widely in the United States and Europe, always on
the lookout for interesting letterforms.

Johanna Drucker
The Horn Press at UCLA
polaris.gseis.ucla.edu/horn

Johanna Drucker has published and lectured
widely on topics related to the history of
writing, typography, experimental visual
poetry, artists’ books, and graphic design, as
well as digital aesthetics. She is the inaugural
Breslauer Professor of Bibliographical Studies at UCLA where she
has re-established a letterpress shop, The Horn Press.

Bonnie Ebbs
The Art of Calligraphy
www.societyforcalligraphy.com

Craig Eliason

Associate Professor of Art History
University of St. Thomas
www.stthomas.edu

Craig Eliason earned a PhD in Art History
from Rutgers University in 2002, concentrating on European avant-garde art and theory
between the World Wars. Soon thereafter, his
research agenda shifted to modern typography and type design.
He was the curator of “Face the Nation,” a 2008 exhibition on
type design and national identity which was held at Minnesota
Center for Book Arts. He is currently developing a book-length
study of the history of categories of type design. He has taught
at the University of St. Thomas in Saint Paul, Minnesota,
since 2002.
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Lisa Engelbrecht
www.lisaengelbrecht.com

Lisa Engelbrecht started making art and
letters to avoid having a real job and now
passionately pursues lettering of all types on
all surfaces. She’s a lettering and multimedia
artist and instructor in calligraphy and mixed
media. Engelbrecht teaches workshops and
classes internationally specializing in lettering on fabric, experimental lettering, and the creative process. Her unique style has
landed her on the faculty of ten international lettering conferences and she teaches at collage, quilting, and alternative arts
conferences nationwide. In 2006, Engelbrecht introduced new
multimedia classes at the International Quilt Show in Houston,
Texas. She is interested not only in classical letterforms but also
alternative surfaces for lettering and current street influences on
modern calligraphy. Engelbrecht has never followed the rules
of the lettering art world and prides herself on this fact. She has
translated this attitude to her work and teaching methods. She
is a frequent contributor to Somerset Studios and her work on
fabric was featured on the covers of Legacies and Quilting Arts
magazines. Engelbrecht is also a freelance lettering artist for
American Greetings and is the author of the bestselling book
from Rockport Publishing, Modern Mark Making, from Classic Calligraphy to Hip Lettering.

Ed Fella

www.edfella.com

Edward Fella is an artist and graphic designer
whose work has had an important influence on contemporary typography here and
in Europe. He practiced professionally as
a commercial artist in Detroit for 30 years
before receiving an MFA in Design from
the Cranbook Academy or Art in 1987. He has since devoted
his time to teaching and his own unique self-published work
which has appeared in many design publications and anthologies. His work is in the National Design Museum and MOMA
in New York. In 1997, he received the Chrysler Award and in
1999, an Honorary Doctorate from CCS in Detroit. A book of his
photographs and lettering, Letters on America, was published by
Princeton Architectural Press in 2000. He was a finalist for the
National Design Award in 2001, and in 2007, Fella was awarded
the AIGA Medal.
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Carol Fillip

Assistant Professor
Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT)
www.rit.edu

Carol Fillip is an Assistant Professor at Rochester Institute of Technology, from which she
earned an MFA in Graphic Design. As a design
educator, she strives to foster critical thinking to allow students to develop problem-solving strategies and
life-long learning skills. Fillip’s research interests are in the area
of literacy and letterforms with preschool and early school-aged
children, stemming from her own experiences as a mom. Design
for non-profit and for social responsibility has been an area of
involvement and continues as Carol now sits on the Board of
Directors for Music is Art. In addition, Fillip also acts as faculty
mentor for the AIGA student group at RIT. Prior to teaching
at RIT, Fillip was the president of her company, Fillip Design
Group Inc., for over ten years in Las Vegas, Atlanta, and Buffalo,
with national clients including Hard Rock Properties, the PGA,
Serious Skin Care and Turner Entertainment.

Melissa Flicker

Assistant Professor
California State Polytechnic University Pomona
www.csupomona.edu/~maflicker

Melissa Flicker received her MFA from
California State University Fullerton and is
currently an Assistant Professor at California State Polytechnic University Pomona.
Her passion for typography began as an undergraduate fine art
student when an ambiguously-named art class turned out to be
Typography I. She has had work featured in Graphis and The Big
Book of Design Ideas by David Carter. Her areas of interest include
typography, information design, and web design.

Laura Franz

Associate Professor & Chair, Design Department
University of Massachusetts-Dartmouth
www.laurafranz.com

Laura Franz is Associate Professor of Design
and Chair of the Design Department at the
University of Massachusetts Dartmouth.
She teaches a wide range of type classes,
including Type as Information, Type in Context: Print and Web,
and Undergraduate Research Projects in Typeface Design. She
is Program Co-coordinator of The Graduate Certificate In Web
and Interaction Design at UMass Dartmouth. Professionally, she
designs for both print and the web. Ongoing creative research
projects include: historictype.com, www.goodwebfonts.com,
The New Bedford Typeface project, and an upcoming e-book
Typographic Web Design: How to Think Like a Typographer in HTML
and CSS. She is particularly interested in how we teach future
typographers the art and responsibilities of our craft.
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Lorrie Frear

Assistant Professor
Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT)
www.rit.edu

Lorrie Frear holds an MFA in Graphic Design
from the Rochester Institute of Technology,
where she is currently an Assistant Professor
teaching Graphic Design and Calligraphy.
Frear’s scholarship involves collaboration and interaction within
and between departments, disciplines and universities to create
dialogue and new possibilities. Her students have collaborated
with students at California State University, Long Beach, and
California State Polytechnic University, San Luis Obispo, on
several design projects. In addition to teaching at RIT, Frear has
conducted Lettering and Calligraphy Lectures and Workshops at
several other universities, including MICA and Carnegie Mellon
University. She conducted a calligraphy workshop with Kris
Holmes at the RIT Conference “The Future of Reading” earlier
this summer. In all of her classes and workshops, Frear’s objective is to instill in her students a life-long love of learning, and a
love of and appreciation for letters and words and their potential
for powerful, meaningful communication.

Jens Gehlhaar

Creative Director
Brand New School
www.brandnewschool.com

After leading his own print design studio
in Germany for six years, Jens Gehlhaar
enrolled at the graphic design program at
California Institute of the Arts, where he
graduated with an MFA in 1997. For the next three years, he
worked as a freelance art director, graphic and type designer for
Wieden+Kennedy, ReVerb, Imaginary Forces, Razorfish, Mike
Mills, David Carson, Dreamworks and ESPN. His most prominent projects included the design of the launch print campaign
for Microsoft Windows 98, the 1998–2001 network graphics
package for ESPN X Games, as well as exclusive typeface designs
for the Steven Spielberg movie Minority Report and for the 2005
redesign of TV Guide.
From 1998–2001, he taught upper level typography, type design and motion typography at CalArts. In 2001, he joined Brand
New School as Creative Director, where he has co-directed
commercials for Microsoft, Volkswagen, Apple, Toyota, Vodafone and Budweiser. Over the last two years, he has directed a
global campaign for Emirates Airlines, and has been responsible for the network identities of VH1 Classic, Fuel TV, The
International Music Feed and MTV Sunday Stew. Gehlhaar has
also written and directed dozens of live action station identifiers
for VH1 Classic, Fuel TV, IMF and MTV, as well as a music video
for the British band Muse. Among other awards, he has received
a Sports Emmy for television graphics, an ADC Gold Medal for
live action direction, a TDC award for type design, and an MVPA
award for Special Effects.
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Abby Goldstein

www.abbygoldstein.com

Abby Goldstein is a painter and graphic
designer. Her paintings have been shown
at New York City galleries, most recently at
Pierogi Gallery in Williamsburg. In 2009, she
designed a public art mural for the Staten
Island Ferry Terminal at St. George. Goldstein
is the Director of the Graphic Design Concentration at Fordham
University. For nearly 30 years, she has designed books for publishers, museums, and galleries. She co-designed Paul Shaw’s
Helvetica and the New York City Subway System and is currently
collaborating with him on “The Roots of Type,” a series of publications on the historic origins of digital fonts.

Shelley Gruendler
Type Camp
www.typecamp.org

Dr. Shelley Gruendler is a typographer, designer, and educator who teaches, lectures,
and publishes internationally on typography
and design. She holds a PhD and an MA
in The History and Theory of Typography
and Graphic Communication from the University of Reading,
England, and a Bachelor of Environmental Design in Graphic
Design from North Carolina State University. Gruendler is a frequent speaker at typography conferences, is proud to live in the
Canadian Typographic Archipelago, and, maybe someday, she’ll
get around to publishing her biography of Beatrice Warde. She
is the head of the Advanced Typography program and the Communication and Ideation Design program at Langara College in
Vancouver, Canada, and is founding director of Type Camp.

Allan Haley

Director of Words and Letters
Monotype Imaging
www.monotypeimaging.com

Allan Haley is Director of Words and Letters
at Monotype Imaging. He is responsible for
strategic planning and creative implementation of all things related to typeface designs
and content for the Monotype Imaging and International
Typeface Corporation websites. In addition to his responsibilities at Monotype Imaging, Haley is chairperson of the steering
committee for AIGA Typography, a past president of the TDC,
and past chairman of the board of directors of SOTA. Haley was
made an ex officio member of the SOTA board in 2008. He is
a prolific writer, having penned numerous books on type and
graphic communication and hundreds of articles for publications such as U&lc, HOW, Dynamic Graphics, and Step-By-Step
Graphics.
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Joey Hannaford

Assistant Professor of Art, Graphic Design, University of
West Georgia, Carrollton
Principal, Hannaford Design
www.joeyhannaford.com

Joey Hannaford holds a BFA in Graphic
Design and an MFA in Printmaking, with a
Concentration in Papermaking, Book Arts,
and Letterpress Printing from the University of Georgia. While
considering herself something of a computer geek, her teaching
and design business has nevertheless developed a reputation for
incorporating elements of the handmade: calligraphy, custom
typography, letterpress and relief printing, and illustration.
Hannaford has taught graphic design, calligraphy, letterpress
printing, papermaking and book arts in the Atlanta area, Italy,
and at numerous workshops around the country. She is currently steering the Graphic Design program at the University of
West Georgia in Carrollton, where hand lettering and letterpress printing are routinely incorporated into graphic design
coursework.

Ted Harrison

FontLab
www.fontlab.com

Ted Harrison is co-founder and president
of Fontlab Ltd., developers of typography
software. Fontlab was founded in 1992, and,
over the years, has become the preeminent
worldwide creator of font design, editing,
conversion, and utility software.

Erin Hauber

Principal Designer, Cottage Industries
Assistant Professor, Otis College of Art and Design
www.cottageindustriesdesign.com

Erin Hauber is principal designer at Cottage
Industries, Assistant Professor at Otis College
of Art and Design and founding member of
Dead Letter Bureau, a collective of designers
located in LA’s Chinatown. She studied graphic design at the
Minneapolis College of Art and Design in Minneapolis before
working as a staff designer for non-profit arts organizations in
Minneapolis and Connecticut. Hauber has long been committed
to teaching and mentoring emerging designers. She currently
teaches typography and graphic design at Otis College of Art
and Design where she teamed up with other faculty to rewrite
the department’s typography curriculum in 2008. In the studio,
Hauber investigates new ways of thinking and making by creating a mix of self- and client-initiated work and curating designrelated events. Her recent clients include: Otis College of Art
and Design, USC School of Architecture, AIGA Los Angeles, and
the Bickerstaff Family Foundation.
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Michael Hernan
Type Director
FontGroup
www.sitehernan.com

Before Michael Hernan attended the MA
in Typeface Design course at University
of Reading, UK, in 2007, he worked as a
designer for music marketing and record
company identities as well as for The Face, DPM, Esprit, and
Maharishi. Recent projects include design direction for M, a New
York photo-magazine, and a partnership with Uniform Wares.
Hernan is currently a Typography Instructor at Langara College
in Vancouver, Canada, and is also working on the typeface designs for Uniform, Myopia, Isoglyph, and Pseudo for FontGroup.

Franz Hoffman
Fontself
www.fontself.com

As a graphic designer who turned into an
entrepreneur by passion, Franz Hoffman is
the co-founder of Fontself SA, a company
he created with Marc Escher, a software
engineer, in 2008. Hoffman studied computer science at EPFL (Federal polytechnic school of Lausanne)
as well as graphic design at ECAL (University of art and design
Lausanne) in Switzerland. He then challenged his multidisciplinary skills across a wide range of cultural, entertainment, and
scientific visual projects, and is now fully dedicated to a new
quest: to bring personal social fonts to the web.

John Hudson
Tiro Typeworks
www.tiro.com

John Hudson is a type designer and cofounder, with Ross Mills, of Tiro Typeworks,
specialists in custom font solutions for multilingual publishing and computing.

Grant Hutchinson
Typostrophe
www.typostrophe.com

Grant Hutchinson has been designing,
manipulating, and marketing digital type
for years, and yet, he still gets misty-eyed
recalling the times he spent hunched over
sheets of dry-transfer lettering, painstakingly adlibbing the uppercase ‘A’ from an inverted ‘V’ and a
hyphen. On the way to his current project, he helped keep the
storefronts tidy at visual content purveyors such as Image Club,
Adobe Studios, EyeWire, Getty Images, and Veer. Hutchinson
resides in Calgary, Alberta — along with a basement full of vintage computers and typographic paraphernalia that his wonderful wife wishes he would store elsewhere, thank you very much.
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Carrie Imai

www.carriedesigns.com

Carrie Imai has conducted a love affair with
calligraphy since 1977, studying with some
of the best teachers in the world. Following completion of a certificate program in
graphic art and design, she started a freelance
calligraphy and design business, and has
worked as a calligrapher for the County of Los Angeles. Imai
has exhibited in the Brand Library, the Los Angeles Folk Art
Museum and nationwide.
Her teaching career began at Brandes Art Institute in 1983,
and she has taught ongoing classes and workshops locally for
the Los Angeles Society for Calligraphy, Hughes Aircraft, RAND
Corporation, Viva Gallery, and, nationally, at calligraphy conferences and for guilds throughout the US and Canada. Her clients include UCLA Jules Stein Eye Institute, RAND, The Society
of Camera Operators, Scripps Memorial Hospital Woodland Hills
Homeowners Association, and Hughes Aircraft.
She thought she was living good to have found her love of
calligraphy, but found her true passion when she saw the light
go on in a student’s eyes. Imai receives continuing support
and confidence from her loving husband, Hideo, and son,
Christopher. Life is good.

Teri Kahan

Teri Kahan Design
www.terikahandesign.com

Teri Kahan is a professional graphic designer,
fine artist, and educator in Southern California. She and has been sharing her love of
art and lettering through classes, workshops
and lectures for almost 30 years. ITC licenses
six of Kahan’s fonts (new releases coming soon), and, in 2006,
she was a speaker and juror for the Type Director’s Club (TDC)
competition in New York City. One of her most distinguished
alphabets is the Lexus font (proprietary to Toyota), which was
created with drafting tools before computers were used. A
lifelong passion for the sea and the “Aloha Spirit” resonates
through Kahan’s art and persona. Interestingly, in Hawaiian,
“kaha” means to draw.
Note: Kahan will be hosting the Society for Calligraphy booth
during Typecon 2010. Stop by for “letter play” or have your
nametag lettered by our artists!
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Ellen Kahn & Lynda Kahn
Co-Owners and Creative Directors
Twinart
www.twinart.com

Emmy-winning Ellen Kahn and Lynda Kahn
(real life identical twins) together are the
creative force behind Twinart: conceptualizing ideas, building brands, and stylizing pop
culture. Their work is everywhere: broadcast television, web,
commercials and experience design. As hybrid media artists,
they spread style and wit to projects for ABSOLUT TWINART,
Fashion Rocks, Polaroid 20×24, and Martini+Rossi.
Twinart worked as part of the team with Lifetime Television
to re-brand their network. Other projects include the refresh
of Miss America Live on TLC. Warner Bros. selected Twinart to
visually brand the launch of the CW, momlogic.com and tyrabanks.com. The dynamic duo scored an Emmy for their main
title design and graphics package for The Ellen Degeneres Show.
As DGA directors, the Kahn sisters have directed commercials, branded entertainment, and network promos. They have
worked with a wide range of celebrities, including Susan Sarandon, Vanessa Williams, Bill Maher, and Rosie O’Donnell. Some
of their long form productions are Picture What Women Do for
Lifetime and Voices for Elektra Entertainment. Twinart designs
and packages music and variety shows, including “Fashion
Rocks” for Conde-Nast, “American Top 40” with Ryan Seacrest
for FOX, and Radio Music Awards and Tsunami Aid for NBC.

Richard Kegler

Founder and Art Director
P22 type foundry
www.p22.com

Richard Kegler is the founder and lead
designer at P22 type foundry. Before his
involvement in type design, Kegler was a
bookbinder, designer, postgraduate, artist
seeking a respectable self-sustaining life as a hand-craftsman.
The years of historical typographic research at P22 have influenced a profound interest in using hand techniques alongside
digital capabilities. Kegler has recently started a non-profit
Book Arts Center in Buffalo, New York, and has returned to an
active involvement in hand setting and printing metal and wood
type as a concurrent career with digital font research at P22.
Making Faces is his first film.
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Sean King

Design Director of Corporate Communications
Landor
www.landor.com

Sean King is design director of corporate
communications based in the New York office of Landor Associates. King oversees the
design and production of Landor marketing
and corporate communications worldwide. This design oversight applies to a variety of media, including printed material,
web properties, electronic documents, conference displays, and
stationery. He is heavily involved in the design of Landor.com
and Landor’s thought leadership articles. He also conceived of
and designed the annual Perspectives book, a collection of those
articles.
Before joining Landor in 2003, King worked in printing
and advertising. He has designed and supervised production
of a wide variety of work, including print advertising, direct
marketing, point-of-sale materials, outdoor signage, web and
interactive applications, branded environments, convention
and trade show graphics, and books.
King earned a BA in graphic design from Rutgers University. A love of typography and lettering have always been a key
influence in his work. King is a member of AIGA and SOTA, and
serves on the board of directors of the Type Directors Club.

Akira Kobayashi
Type Director
Linotype
www.linotype.com

Akira Kobayashi studied at Musashino Art
University in Tokyo, then took a calligraphy
course at the London College of Printing. He
took best of category and best of show for
Clifford in the 1998 U&lc magazine type design competition.
Kobayashi was awarded first prize, text category, for Conrad
in Linotype Library’s Third International Digital Type Design
Contest. He took honors in the TDC type design competitions
in 1998, 1999, 2000, and 2001 — for ITC Woodland, ITC Japanese
Garden and ITC Silvermoon, FF Clifford, and Linotype Conrad,
respectively. Since May 2001, Kobayashi has served as type
director for Linotype Library GmbH.

Alexandra Korolkova
ParaType
www.paratype.com

Alexandra Korolkova is a type designer,
teacher, and a little bit of a graphic designer
and calligrapher, specializing mostly in
Cyrillic. She has won several Cyrillic type
design competitions and written a popular
Russian typography textbook. She is currently the head of the
design department at ParaType.
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Mark Kudsi

Director and Creative Director
Motion Theory
www.motiontheory.com

Mark Kudsi’s impressively wide-ranging
experience in different media has helped him
to create an inspired array of work — from
live-action and integrated VFX commercials
to full animation and design-oriented projects. As a director and
senior art director at Motion Theory, Mark approaches his work
from a conceptual angle that allows him to communicate ideas
in smart and captivating ways.
Kudsi has directed award-winning projects for clients like
Microsoft, Google, Reebok, and Guinness, as well as campaigns
for Sears, John Hancock, and Liberty Mutual. His substantial
contributions as an art director span some of Motion Theory’s
most prestigious projects, including the HP “Hands” campaign,
EA “Mech Warriors,” Gatorade “What’s Inside,” Lenovo “Battery Life,” and the Nike Golf “Sasquatch” campaign. These projects stand as a testament to Kudsi’s distinct ability to augment
live action material by putting design principles like composition, structure, typography, and color in motion.
Since being named one of the world’s top 20 new visual
artists under the age of 30 by Print Magazine, Kudsi has had
his work recognized by publications such as Creativity, Boards,
Shoot, Promo, and RES. He has also has garnered awards from the
Art Directors Club, the AICP, and the Clios, among others.

Shu-Yun Lai

Interactive Creative Director
Pereira & O’Dell
www.pereiraodell.com

Shu-Yun Lai is propagating the fine world
of type throughout the San Francisco design
community, at least that’s what he hopes.
Specializing in interactive information architecture, Lai has spent the better part of this century working on
digital experiences that range from boutique to behemoth. He
has experience in all aspects of the digital world including social
networking, CMS systems, SEO, information design, information architecture, user experience, advanced web typography,
and most every other web related acronym that exists. After
running his own design studio, ShuDesign, and art directing in
design firms across the city, Lai landed at his swanky new digs
at Pereira & O’Dell last summer, and also serves as Vice President of the SOTA board of directors. Now that the importance
of web typography is getting recognition, perhaps his fight to
bring good type to the web won’t be such an uphill battle.
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Gerald Lange

The Bieler Press
bielerpress.blogspot.com

Gerald Lange is the proprietor and founder
(1975) of The Bieler Press, a small printing
and publishing firm specializing in studio letterpress, typographic design, and the publication of finely-printed limited edition books
and related matter. Lange has written extensively on typography and the book arts, contributing articles for publications
such as Parenthesis (FPBA), book art object (CODEX), Galley Gab,
Ampersand (PCBA), and Printing History (APHA). Lange’s selfpublished monograph, Printing digital type on the hand-operated
flatbed cylinder press, is in its fourth edition. From 1990 to 1996,
Lange was editor of AbraCadaBrA, the Journal of the Alliance for
Contemporary Book Arts, an organization he co-founded in 1987.
In 1991, he was selected as the first recipient of the Carl Hertzog
Award for Excellence in Book Design. His publications have
also won awards from the Type Directors Club, the American
Institute of Graphic Arts, and the Chicago Book Clinic. He was
chairman of FPBA (NA) from 1999 to 2001. In 2001, he founded
PPLetterpress, an online forum on investigative, exploratory,
and alternative printing and typographic techniques. Lange
provides instruction at Art Center College of Design and Otis
College of Art and Design. He has also taught for California
Institute of the Arts, Minnesota Center for Book Arts, Scripps
College, Kent State University, and the University of Minnesota.

Kevin Larson

Researcher
Microsoft
www.microsoft.com

Kevin Larson received his PhD in cognitive
psychology in 2000 from the University of
Texas at Austin. His academic research was
on word recognition and reading acquisition.
His passion is understanding the impact of typography on the
reading experience and applying that understanding towards
improving the on-screen reading experience. He is a member of
Microsoft’s Advanced Reading Technologies team.

Jenny Lee

see Gareth Smith + Jenny Lee

Tal Leming

Type Supply
www.typesupply.com
Tal Leming is a typeface designer,
lettering artist and type technology
specialist. He is co-author of the
WOFF specification.
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Vladimir Levantovsky
Monotype Imaging
www.monotypeimaging.com

Vladimir Levantovsky is a senior technology
strategist at Monotype Imaging, Inc. He currently serves as a chair of the W3C WebFonts
Working Group and a chair of the ISO SC29/
WG11 ad-hoc group on font format representation. Vlad is passionate about advancing typographic capabilities on CE and mobile devices, and has been an active contributor to the development of various technology platforms,
including hardware accelerated vector graphics (OpenVG), Java
ME platforms for mobile devices (JSR-271 and JSR-287), DVB
Multimedia Home Platform, OMA Rich Media Environment and
core font technology standardization at ISO/IEC.

Raph Levien

Google
www.google.com

Raph Levien currently works for Google,
working on fonts full time. He used to be
maintainer of Ghostscript, and has played
a role in a number of other free software projects. Levien holds a number of patents, all
of which are available for licensing, and all of which are subject
to a patent grant for GPL-licensed software, including the Even
Toned Screening, an exceptionally high quality suite of halftoning algorithms for inkjet printers.
Levien is the father of two amazing boys, Alan and Max, and
is a member of the Berkeley Monthly Meeting of the Religious
Society of Friends (Quakers). He has completed a PhD on
techniques for interactive curve design. Spiro is a free software
library containing these techniques, and I also used those techniques to design a number of fonts, including Inconsolata.
Levien previously did earlier attempt at a PhD on AttackResistant Trust Metrics. The best source for that work is the
chapter in Computing with Social Trust.

Chris Lilley

World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)
www.w3.org

Chris Lilley is Technical Director of the
Interaction Domain at the World Wide Web
Consortium (W3C). He co-chairs the Hypertext Coordination Group and is a member
of the CSS, SVG, and WebFonts Working
Groups. His interests include 2D graphics — both vector and
raster — compound documents, epigraphy, and multilingual
typography.
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Jimmy Luu

Assistant Professor of Graphic Design
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
www.bighugemess.com
Jimmy Luu is an Assistant Professor of Graphic Design at the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. He holds an MFA in
Design from the University of Texas at Austin. In his teaching,
practice, and research, Luu views Graphic Design broadly as
an interdisciplinary way of making that expands and redefines
the traditional designer-client model. His research focuses on
the relationship between typography and the media that give it
form. He is the art director of Ninth Letter, a literary arts journal,
and the co-founder and co-editor of thawed, a design journal
about architecture, information, and media.

Jann Marks
www.societyforcalligraphy.com

Frank J. Martinez, Esq.
Attorney at Law
The Martinez Group
www.martinezgroup.com

The Martinez Group PLLC is a law firm founded by Frank Martinez, a former designer and design patent examiner. Martinez
earned a BFA in Fine Art from Pratt Institute in New York. He
served as Production Director for Landor Associates in New
York prior to attending law school. Having worked closely with
design professionals for many years in both design and legal
capacities, Martinez understands firsthand the business and
intellectual property issues faced by designers.

Ricardo Martins

Master of Design, Bachelor of Graphic Design
Federal University of Paraná
www.koredesign.blogspot.com

Thirty-four-year-old Ricardo Martins is
a Master of Science (MSc.) on Information Design and a professor of Typography,
Semiotics, and Visual Communication at
Federal University of Parana (the oldest university of Brazil). He
has been honored with Editorial Excellence by Brazilian Design
Biennial ADG 2004, Samsung Design Awards 2001 and 2003,
Apple Creativity Award 1999, ABIGRAF/PR Graphical Excellence, among others. Martins is also the author of the textbook
“Typography and Communication.”
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Kitty Maryatt

Director, Scripps College Press
Assistant Professor of Art, Scripps College
www.scrippscollege.edu/campus/press

Kitty Maryatt is Director of the Scripps College Press and Assistant Professor of Art at
Scripps College. She has taught typography
and the book arts at Scripps for 24 years. In
her bookmaking class, students write their own stories, develop
imagery, print the collaborative books by letterpress, and bind
them in limited editions of about 100 copies which are then
presented for sale. Maryatt’s classes have published 48 titles to
date and have 50 standing order patrons. She also teaches a Core
Humanities class to sophomores called From Materiality to Immateriality: The Coming of the Artist Book.

Bryan Mason

Typekit
www.typekit.com

Bryan Mason is a co-founder and President
of Typekit, a web font service based in San
Francisco. Prior to that, Mason was responsible for managing Adaptive Path’s business
operations as Chief Operating Officer. In
2006, Mason led the sale of Measure Map, a blog analytics tool,
to Google. He currently serves as a member of Adaptive Path’s
Board of Directors.

Steve Mehallo
www.mehallo.com

Steve Mehallo has 20-plus years of communications experience in graphic design,
illustration, brand development, advertising,
publishing and font design. His multiindustry experience includes technology, accounting,insurance, legal, staffing,
publishing, retail, fashion, philanthropy, the arts, conservation,
education, nonprofit, typography, music, health care, industrial, and other services.

Gary Mond

www.societyforcalligraphy.com
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Jeff Moore

Green Olive Media
www.greenolivemedia.com

Jeff Moore is the founder of Green Olive
Media, a design firm focused on the food
and beverage industry. He has worked in the
fields of design, marketing and advertising
since 1995. Moore serves as Creative Director
for Green Olive and has completed a variety of design projects
for many restaurants across the country. Moore is also a food
photographer — his work is regularly featured nationally in
numerous magazines such as Food & Wine, Food Arts, Bon Appetit,
Wine and Spirits, and The Wall Street Journal.

Bill Moran

Hamilton Museum of Wood Type & Printing
Blinc Publishing
www.woodtype.org
www.blincpublishing.com

Bill Moran, creative director of the Hamilton Museum of Wood Type & Printing, is a
third-generation letterpress printer, author,
and founder of Blinc Publishing, a design and type studio in
Minnesota. His work includes type commissions for Hatch Show
Print, Hamilton, Minneapolis Institute of Arts, and the University of Minnesota’s James Ford Bell Library. Bill is the recipient
of a 2004 Jerome Foundation/MCBA book arts grant for his book
Types of Insects/Insects of Type. He teaches type history at the
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis College of Art and Design,
and at MCBA.

Rose Newton

Assistant Professor of Communication Design
Texas State University San Marcos
www.rosenewton.com

Rose Newton earned her BED in Environmental Design from Texas A&M University
in 1995. She was a graphic designer in the oil
and gas industry in Houston for such firms
as Enron (United Media Corp), PennUnion, and PG&E Energy
Services before attending graduate school. She received her
MFA in Graphic Communications in 2002 from the University of Houston. Newton is currently an assistant professor of
Communication Design at Texas State University San Marcos,
specializing in typography. Her research interest focus on new
technology and pedagogy.
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Sharon Oiga

Assistant Professor, Graphic Design, University of
Illinois at Chicago
adweb.aa.uic.edu

Sharon Oiga received BFAs in Graphic Design
and Photography from the University of
Illinois at Chicago and an MFA in Graphic
Design from Yale. Her professional experience was gained from working at multidisciplinary design firms,
including Studio/lab Chicago. At UIC, she teaches graduate and
undergraduate courses in Typography, Professional Practice,
and Thesis. Oiga developed and taught coursework that was
funded by two grants awarded by Sappi Ideas That Matter. She
has been recognized numerously by Print, Step, GDUSA, Chicago
Athenaeum, STA, and UCDA. Oiga speaks regularly at conferences and was Programming Co-chair of the 2009 AIGA Future
History conference in Chicago.

Annie Olsen

Type Designer
SIL International
www.sil.org

Annie Olsen started noticing letterforms at
age 14, and took her first calligraphy class
a few years later. Through teaching and
freelance work, she continued to learn about
the form and structure of Latin letters, and worked once with
Hebrew. Although part of SIL International since 1987, it was
not until 2003 that Olsen discovered that her calligraphic background could serve the world’s non-dominant language communities through type design and font development. Trained
by colleague Victor Gaultney, she has made contributions to
SIL fonts such as Gentium, Charis SIL, and Tai Heritage. Olsen is
currently team lead for the Andika project.

Hrant Papazian

The MicroFoundry
www.themicrofoundry.com

Hrant Papazian is an Armenian native of
Lebanon, now living in Los Angeles. His
perspective on written communication was
formed at the crossroads of three competing
visual cultures. A multimedia designer by
trade, his true love remains the black-and-white, but colorful
world of non-Latin typeface design, with commissions from
Agfa, Unitype, IKEA, the Narod Cultural Institute, Disney,
UCLA, the Israel Postal Authority, Liverpool University, and TeX
Users Group.
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Thomas Phinney
Extensis
www.extensis.com

Thomas Phinney is senior product manager
for font solutions at Extensis, where he is responsible for web font services as well as font
management applications. He is involved in
the design, technical, forensic, business and
historical aspects of type, is treasurer of ATypI, and has written
for Communication Arts and numerous other publications, as
well as his blog at www.thomasphinney.com. Phinney has an
MS in printing from RIT and an MBA from UC Berkeley. His
typeface Hypatia Sans is an Adobe Original, designed when he
was Adobe’s product manager for fonts and global typography.

Jean Francois Porchez
Porchez Typofonderie
www.typofonderie.com

After training as a graphic designer, Jean
François Porchez (born 1964) worked as a
type director. By 1994, he had created the
new typeface for Le Monde newspapers.
Founder of Typofonderie, his expertise
enables Porchez to propose bespoke typefaces as well as distributing his fonts via his www.typofonderie.com website. Porchez
is honorary President of the Association Typographique Internationale, taught type design in various schools and regularly
conducts type design workshops all over the world. He also
contributes regularly to conferences and international publications. Porchez founded the French community Le Typographe
in 2003. He was awarded the Prix Charles Peignot in 1998 and
has received numerous prizes for his typefaces.

Jeff Pulaski

Assistant Professor of Graphic Design
Wichita State University
www.outofsortspress.com

Jeff Pulaski is an Assistant Professor of
Graphic Design at Wichita State University.
He received a BFA in Graphic Design from
WSU in 1990 and an MFA in Visual Communication from Kansas State University in 2008. He has worked
as a designer for The Wichita Eagle newspaper, Pioneer Balloon
Co., and the College of Fine Arts at WSU. He also worked as a
freelance designer for a number of years. Pulaski has presented
papers or chaired panels at UCDA Design Education Summit, Southeastern College Art Conference, and the College
Art Association Annual Conference. His work can be seen at
www.letterpresseducation.org.
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Satya Rajpurohit
Indian Type Foundry
www.indiantypefoundry.com

Satya Rajpurohit is co-founder of the The
Indian Type Foundry (ITF) in Ahmedabad,
India. He studied at the National Institute
of Design (NID) in India and interned with
Linotype in Germany. He has also worked at
Dalton Maag and L2M3. He now works full time at ITF, creating
original fonts in all the major Indian scripts along with their
Latin companions.

Hank Richardson
President
Portfolio Center
www.portfoliocenter.com

Sometimes called upon to be priest,
therapist, father, or friend, the president
of Portfolio Center is first a natural teacher
who embodies the four essential qualities of a great leader: fantasy, fascination, imagination, and
information. Richardson believes his job is to put the students
off balance, test their sense of reality, help them realize the
effects of their perceptions on their sense of reality, and then,
ultimately, change their reality altogether — proving, once
again, McLuhan’s premise that “we become what we behold.”
As a result of this philosophy, Portfolio Center graduates inhabit
the most respected design and advertising firms the world, living testaments to Richardson’s ability to nudge each student to
their personal threshold, that existential edge, where their best
work is conceived. An inspiring speaker, Richardson lectures
at universities and conferences. Most recently he presented
“You Can’t Have Aesthetics Without Ethics” at the Y Conference in San Diego. He conducts workshops and seminars, and
judges design and advertising competitions around the country.
Most recently, he judged the AIGA Minneapolis Design Show in
Minneapolis-St. Paul.
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Cate Roman

Assistant Professor, Graphic Design
School of Media, Culture and Design, Woodbury
University
mcd.woodbury.edu/graphicdesign/

Cate Roman is an accomplished artist, art
director, and designer whose work in private
practice and education spans over 16 years.
Her extensive professional experience ranges from packaging
design to exhibit graphics. Clients have included Mattel, Inc.,
UCLA Events Office, Caruso Affiliated, and the Library Foundation of Los Angeles. Cate has taught classes in Design Communication, Computer Graphics, Packaging Design, Typography, Portfolio Presentation, and Business Practices. She has
mentored many students on to successful careers in the graphic
design industry.
Before joining Woodbury as full-time faculty, Roman taught
in the Communication Arts Department at Otis College of Art
and Design. She holds a BA in Art from Pitzer College and an
MFA in Sculpture from Claremont Graduate University. Roman’s
interest in community building and social responsibility in
design have kept her involved with community-based projects
throughout her career. Her fine art practice includes both photography and sculpture. Roman’s recent work is inspired by the
ways in which text-only media can lead to miscommunication.
Her word-based sculptures present language as a visual experience in the hope of engaging the viewer into a meaningful and
thought-provoking experience.

Nancy Rorabaugh
Instructor, Graphic Design
Art Institute of Atlanta

Nancy Rorabaugh has over twenty-five years
of experience as an advertising art director
in Atlanta. She is the recipient of numerous
industry honors, including awards from Clio,
the New York Art Directors Club, ShowSouth,
Print and CA magazines, as well as local and national Addys.
Since joining the faculty of the Art Institute of Atlanta in 1995,
she has taught in the institute’s graphic design program, where
she has focused on typography and the critical role it plays in
the design process. She developed an intermediate typography
course, which was introduced into the curriculum in 2003.
Her recent contributions to AIA’s program include revising the
advanced typography course to better enhance Rorabaugh’s
knowledge and use of type. Rorabaugh is a board member of
SOTA, and serves as co-chair of the Education Committee.
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Barry Roseman

Professor of Graphic Design
Savannah College of Art and Design
www.scad.edu

Barry Roseman’s interest in graphic design
evolved from collecting printed airline timetables at a young age. He is a graduate of both
Occidental College and Art Center College of
Design, and he later earned his MFA degree in graphic design
at Yale University. In the mid-1980s, he studied at the School
of Design in Basel, Switzerland. After a three-year position in
corporate identity at the New York design firm Siegel and Gale,
Roseman began a teaching career at the University of Tennessee
at Chattanooga and later at Atlanta College of Art. He currently
teaches several graphic design courses, including typography,
corporate identity, and information design at the Atlanta campus of the Savannah College of Art and Design.

Robbie Saslow

www.robertsaslowdesign.com

Robbie Saslow is a Los Angeles-based calligrapher and designer who comes from
a family of artists. He earned a degree in
two-dimensional art from California State
University, Northridge (1986). He has extensive experience teaching art, including over
20 years at Los Angeles religious schools, nine summers on the
art staff at UAHC Camp Swig in Saratoga, California, and numerous workshops for the Society for Calligraphy, of which he is an
active member. His work has been displayed in various group
shows, most recently 2010’s Manifest Equality, and has been
published in Letter Arts Review.

Paul Shaw

LetterPerfect
www.letterspace.com

Paul Shaw is a calligrapher, type designer
and design historian. He teaches calligraphy
at Parsons School of Design and the history
of type at the School of Visual Arts. He is
the author of Helvetica and the New York City
Subway System. He writes the Hot Type column for Print magazine and is currently working with Abby Goldstein on a book
about digital fonts called The Roots of Type. In the past, Shaw has
done presentations for TypeCon on W.A. Dwiggins, Renaissance
inscriptions, and subway signage.
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Juliet Shen

Shen Design, School of Visual Concepts, Seattle
www.shendesign.com

Juliet Shen has had an independent design
firm since 1989 and is a typography instructor at the School of Visual Concepts in
Seattle. She earned an MA in Typeface Design
from the University of Reading, where her
dissertation was an analysis of the type designs of Morris Fuller
Benton. She has designed custom fonts for Oxford University
Press and The Tulalip Tribes, as well as private businesses.
Shen’s typeface family, Bullen, is being released by Font Bureau.

Jane Shibata

Adjunct Instructor in Art and Design
Santa Monica College

Jane Shibata is an adjunct professor at Santa
Monica College. She has taught typography,
portfolio, and illustration for the design
department and currently teaches drawing,
painting, and basic design in the art department. Besides being a fine artist, she also runs a design business
specializing in the lettering arts in Los Angeles. Shibata has
served on the board, coordinated outreach events, and taught
many workshops for the Society for Calligraphy. In addition,
she worked for a period of time for the City of Los Angeles as a
calligrapher cranking out certificates and resolutions.

Christopher Slye
Team Lead, Typographic Staff
Adobe Systems
www.adobe.com

Christopher Slye joined the Type Development group at Adobe Systems in 1997, where
he has helped develop Adobe’s library of
OpenType fonts. Today, Slye helps guide
Adobe’s type-related technology and intiatives inside and
outside the company, including web fonts development and
strategy, and web standards activity. Slye is also a member
of the SOTA board and the W3C’s Web Fonts Working Group.
Before joining Adobe, Slye worked around the San Francisco
Bay Area as a freelance graphic designer, web developer, and
font developer. His typeface family Elmhurst is sold through
the Font Bureau.
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Gareth Smith +
Jenny Lee

Title Designers
Shadowplay Studio
www.shadowplaystudio.com

Gareth Smith and Jenny Lee are a husband
and wife team who began their collaboration on the title sequence for Thank You for
Smoking. They went on to design film title
sequences for Juno, Post Grad, Nick and Norah’s Infinite Playlist,
and Up in the Air. Most recently they created sequences for FOX
television’s “Sons of Tucson” and “The Good Guys.”
Smith graduated as a design major from UCLA and Lee
studied fine arts at Boston University and design at School of
Visual Arts.

BZ Sommers
www.societyforcalligraphy.com

Eben Sorkin

Eyebytes
www.eyebytes.com

Eben Sorkin holds an MA in Typeface Design
with distinction from the University of
Reading (UK). Sorkin’s dissertation included
an experiment measuring reading speed in
text which was negatively tracked. Sorkin
is interested in empirical methodsʼ potential to contribute
to typography and type design. He spent two months in early
2010 learning how to carve letters in stone from Lida Cardozo
at the Cardozo Kindersley workshop, Cambridge, UK, and collaborating with Cardozo on the typeface design including the
new design “Pulle.” Sorkin is a freelance type designer and a
Typophile moderator.

Miguel Sousa

Adobe Systems
www.adobe.com

Miguel Sousa is a graduate of the MA in Type
Design program at the University of Reading,
where he designed a typeface covering both
Latin and Armenian scripts. Four years ago,
he joined the Type Development team at
Adobe Systems. There he has continued his focus on non-Latin
systems and mastered the details of OpenType/CFF technologies. He’s Adobe’s primary contact person for font technical
questions, both inside the company and in on-line forums.
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Kris Sowersby
Klim Type Foundry
www.klim.co.nz

Kris Sowersby started the New Zealandbased Klim Type Foundry in 2005. His first
retail typeface, Feijoa, was released in 2007.
National, Sowersby’s second release, won
a Certificate of Excellence from the TDC in
2008. Since then, he has received two more Certificates of Excellence and worked on various custom and retail typefaces including FF Meta Serif. Sowersby’s reputation for typeface design
has led to his working with, and for, contemporary typographic
luminaries such as Christian Schwartz, Erik Spiekermann,
Chester Jenkins, House Industries, DNA Design, and Pentagram.
Sowersby’s typefaces combine historical knowledge with contemporary craftmanship and finish.

Julie Spivey

Assistant Professor Graphic Design
Lamar Dodd School of Art, University of Georgia
www.uga.edu

Julie Spivey teaches graphic design and
typography in the School of Art at the University of Georgia in Athens and maintains
a professional practice, Type-A Creative,
that specializes in print and publication design. Spivey is an
admitted type geek with a particular fondness for the lowercase
‘g’ and a dislike of Hobo. She has an undergraduate degree in
Journalism from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
and an MFA in graphic design from East Carolina University.

Sumner Stone

Stone Type Foundry
www.stonetypefoundry.com

Since 1990, Sumner Stone has been designing
new typefaces and minding the store at Stone
Type Foundry. His background includes
training and experience as a type designer,
calligrapher, graphic designer, mathematician, teacher, and farmer. Stone’s education in the graphic arts
began when he studied calligraphy with Lloyd Reynolds at Reed
College in Portland, Oregon. He holds a BA in Sociology from
Reed and an MA in Mathematics from Sonoma State University.
Stone worked for Hallmark Cards in Kansas City, Missouri,
and managed his own design studio in Sonoma. From 1984 to
1989, he was Director of Typography for Adobe Systems, where
he conceived and implemented Adobe’s typographic program
including the Adobe Originals. Stone has taught lettering and
typography at several institutions, including San Francisco State
University and the University of California Extensions at San
Francisco and San Jose. He has lectured extensively on typography and design. Since 2000, Stone Type Foundry has been on
Alphabet Farm.
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Deborah Sussman
Sussman/Prejza
www.sussmanprejza.com

Deborah Sussman is recognized as a pioneer
of environmental graphic design for creating
arresting visual imagery and designing its
highly imaginative applications for architectural and public spaces. Her passion for the
marriage of graphics and the built environment, fueled by her
early career at the Eames Office, has led to collaborations with
planners, architects and clients.
Sussman’s work, informed by perceptive observation and
rigorous documentation of communities and cultures, has
found its place in projects for cities, arts and entertainment
venues, commercial developments, and the private sector
around the world. She began to work with architects in the
late sixties and seventies; then incorporated as Sussman/Prejza
& Co. with husband Paul Prejza. Deborah has led the firm in
designing an array of notable projects.
Sussman’s honors include: Golden Arrow Award (SEGD),
2006; Medalist, American Institute of Graphic Arts (AIGA),
2004; Honorary Member, American Institute of Architects
(AIA); 1988 Elected Member, Alliance Graphique Internationale
(AGI), 1987; Doctor of Humane Letters (Bard College), 1998;
Fellow and Founder, AIGA/LA, 1986; and Fellow, Society of
Environmental Graphic Design (SEGD). She was the first woman
to exhibit in New York’s School of Visual Arts’ “Master Series.”

Gail Swanlund
www.gailstudio.com

Gail Swanlund’s work has been exhibited
internationally, most recently in Rennes,
France; Atelier Cardenas Bellanger and Galerie de Multiples, Paris; 22nd International
Biennale of Graphic Design in Brno, Czech
Republic; California Design Biennial; and at
Los Angeles Contemporary Exhibitions. Swanlund’s studio has
been recognized by the American Center for Design, American
Institute of Graphic Arts, Type Director’s Club, and The One
Show. Her work is published in numerous design anthologies
and is in the permanent collection at SFMOMA. Swanlund wrote
for the experimental and influential typography journal Emigre,
and presently writes for a variety of publications. She’s CalArts
faculty and former co-director of the Design Program and UCLA
Design Media Arts program’s Arts Council Visiting Professor.
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Christopher Swift
Instructor
Langara College
www.weareswift.com

Christopher Swift is a designer in Vancouver, Canada, where he teaches typography,
layout, and design history in the Communication and Ideation Design and the Electronic
Media Design programs at Langara College. The focus of both his
teaching and his design work is the pedagogical and the practical possibilities of applying cultural theory to graphic design,
which sometime works. Swift’s letterpress studio, The National
Press, is functional and absolutely not ironic.

Donald Tarallo

Assistant Professor of Graphic Design
Bridgewater State College
www.tarallodesign.com

Donald Tarallo (BA in Studio Arts, Clark
University, MFA in Graphic Design, Rhode
Island School of Design, and further studies
at the Basel School of Design, Basel, Switzerland) has worked as a graphic designer and photographer in
Oslo, Norway, and as an identity designer in Seoul, Korea. Since
1998, he has maintained a practice focusing mainly on identity
design and photography, and has worked on the development of new identity systems for Sotheby’s, Icograda and the
Hong Kong Design Institute. Tarallo has taught graphic design
at Clark University, RISD, Guangzhou Academy of Fine Art,
and the Samsung Art and Design Institute. His work has been
awarded by the AIGA and published in China, Korea, and the
US. Tarallo is an Assistant Professor at Bridgewater State College
in Massachusetts.

Adam Twardoch

FontLab/MyFonts
www.fontlab.com/www.myfonts.com

Based in Berlin, Adam Twardoch is working
in the field of font technology, multilingual typography, CSS web fonts, Unicode,
and OpenType. He serves as product and
marketing manager at Fontlab Ltd. He also
works as a typographic consultant to MyFonts and other clients
worldwide. Twardoch is a Board member of the Association
Typographique Internationale (ATypI). He has taught workshops
in font creation in the U.K., U.S., Germany, Russia, and his
native Poland. In 2004, Adam was the technical editor of Leslie
Cabarga’s book Learn FontLab Fast, and in 2007, edited the Polish
edition of Robert Bringhurst’s book The Elements of Typographic
Style.
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Erik van Blokland
LettError
www.letterror.com

Erik van Blokland runs the LettError office
for type design, typography, and technology
in The Hague. Together with Just van Rossum, he designed several of the early digital
classics, ErikRightHand, Trixie, Kosmik, and
Beowolf (all FontFont). For his own LettError label, Erik drew
the award winning LTR Federal, Critter and Salmiak. As one of
the developers of RoboFab and the innovative Superpolator, Van
Blokland believes software is a natural extension of the design
process and deserves to be pushed to the limit. “Make common
things fast, make complex things possible.” He and Paul van
der Laan organize the tri-annual Robothon conference on type
design and technology.

Ben Van Dyke

Head, Graphic Design
University at Buffalo
www.benjaminvandyke.com

Benjamin Van Dyke, born 1976, suffers from
Acute FSU Syndrome. With an obsessive
attraction to peeling away the layers of the
universe, Van Dyke is dedicated to the pursuit of discovery in the field of Design and exposing a paradox
hiding in plain sight. In learning that his compulsion to Fuck
Shit Up was terminal, he sacrificed a successful career as an Art
Director and committed himself to a life of Benevolent Flux. Van
Dyke’s practice consists of improvised exhibitions of fragmented, dissected narratives and cryptic autobiographical rants that
respond to space and intuition more than a mastered technique. Van Dyke studied at Kendall College of Art & Design, the
University of Michigan and was a 2006 Fulbright Fellow to The
Netherlands. He is now the head of the Graphic Design program
at the University at Buffalo and sits on the Board of Directors for
the educational non-profit, DesignInquiry.

Guy Villa

Adjunct, Graphic Design, Columbia College Chicago
Harrington College of Design
www.guyvilla.com

Guy Villa, Jr., graduated from the University
of Illinois at Chicago (concentration: Graphic
Design and Photography). After gaining
experience at design studios and in-house
design departments, he founded Guy Villa Design. The studio’s
work consists of editorial and identity design for not-for-profit
organizations, start-ups, and small businesses. Villa teaches at
Columbia College Chicago and Harrington College of Design.
As Platinum Winner, he was interviewed and featured in the
Graphis Letterhead 7 book. Villa was also interviewed by Print
magazine and his work was published in the December 2008
issue. Other recognition include UCDA, Print Retrospective
DVDs, GDUSA Annual, and GDUSA Inhouse Design.
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Albert Whitley

Whit Creative
www.whitcreative.com

Albert Whitley is an award-winning creative
director with over ten years of experience in
creating memorable brand experiences from
advertising to digital design. His work has
been recognized in many publications, such
as Communication Arts, Contract, Graphis, How, and STEP Inside
Design magazines. Whitley contributed to the success of his client by demonstrating substantial return on investment with an
integrated approach to design and visual communications. His
short list of clients include AT&T, Adobe, BMW, Coca-Cola, Garnier, Herman Miller, Maybelline New York, Tele Atlas, Turner,
and Verizon. Whitley has been touted for his unique approached
to design fusing spatial reasoning with business practice, which
deliver bottom line results. He currently serves on the board of
AIGA and SOTA. Whitley continues to celebrate design thinking
and his love and passion for Type.

Adrian Wilson

www.interiorphotography.net

Adrian Wilson is a renowned architectural
and interior design photographer now living
in Manhattan. Represented by the Factory311 agency, he specializes in high end
photography, but his interests delve into
the typographic. Recently featured in Condé
Nast Traveller magazine, Wilson will be speaking on the topic of
antique Victorian trademarks and his impressive collection of
vintage printing blocks.

Doyald Young

www.doyaldyoung.com

Doyald Young was born in Holliday, Archer
County, Texas. In his youth, he worked as a
bellhop in Houston and New Orleans, and
briefly as an usher at Radio Center Music Hall
in Manhattan. In Winslow, Arizona, he was
a freight brakeman on Santa Fe Railroad’s
caboose number 2005.
Young attended Frank Wiggins College, now Los Angeles
Trade Technical Jr. College, Los Angeles City College, Chouinard
School of Design, and studied lettering under Mort Leach at Art
Center College of Design — where for 27 years he taught lettering, logo design, and introduction to typography, and holds the
“The Inaugural Master of the College” title. Among his clients
are California Institute of Technology, The Clark Library, Henry
Dreyfuss, Max Factor, General Electric, Landor Associates, Prudential Financial, UCLA, Vidal Sassoon, and Xerox Corporation,
plus numerous logos for the entertainment industry. For the
past 20 years, the majority of his work has been for International Design Associates in Tokyo. He has lectured extensively
in the US, Tokyo, Hong Kong, Seoul, Mexico City, Guanajuato,
Stockholm, The Hague, London, and Glasgow. His work was
presented in Paris by Jean François Porchez.
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Quality type.
Straight to your website.

ADOBE
WEB
FONTS

®

Finally, the web fonts you’ve been waiting for.
Adobe has teamed up with web font pioneer
Typekit to offer a selection of fonts from its
acclaimed AdobeType Library — fonts created
with the skill and quality that has made Adobe
a leader in digital typography for decades.
Adobe Web Fonts include some of the world’s
most popular and respected digital typeface
designs — delivered to your web site with the
proven quality and reliability of Typekit.

Minion® Myriad®
Bickham Script ® Chaparral
Adobe Garamond®

®

Hypatia® Sans TRAJAN®
Adobe Text
To see a complete list of available
fonts, and to start using Adobe Web
Fonts, visit www.adobe.com/type, or
www.typekit.com/foundries/adobe.

®

© 2010 Adobe Systems Incorporated. All rights reserved. Adobe, the Adobe logo, the Adobe Originals logo,
Bickham Script, Chaparral, Adobe Garamond, Hypatia, Minion, Myriad and Trajan are either registered
trademarks or trademarks of Adobe Systems Incorporated in the United States and/or other countries.

Presenting Sponsor

The Society for Calligraphy was established in 1974, and is a non-profit educational
organization which promotes the study, teaching and practice of calligraphy and
related disciplines. We offer workshops, lectures, retreats, conferences, bulletins and
an annual printed journal. Our international membership includes students, instructors,
artists, graphic designers, type designers, sculptors, crafters & all around letter lovers.
We welcome the opportunity to participate at TypeCon this year. Please drop by
our booth to have your name tag or bookmark (from the goodie bag) hand lettered!

WORKSHOPS

(Not Boring) Calligraphy!
Lisa Engelbrecht

Scribed & Scrawled
Lisa Engelbrecht

Letter Play, Tooling Around
Teri Kahan, Jane Shibata

LECTURES

From Cave Walls to Calligraphy
Carrie Imai, Rob Saslow, Bonnie Ebbs, Michelle
Calaba, BZ Sommers, Jann Marks, Gary Mond

Title Man: On Harold Adler
Jill Bell

LetterWorks
Lisa Engelbrecht’s graffiti diversion program.

Gutenburg and B-42 Type
Kitty Maryatt

SPECIAL TOUR
EXHIBITS

Disneyland Treasure Hunt

Map is available at registration ~ collect a prize!

National Treasures, Book of Secrets
Items that DeAnn Singh created on set for the movie.

Haiku
Artistry created by a master calligraphy class and a
special ed high school class.
Making it Big
Jill Bell’s dashing calligraphic murals at South Coast
Plaza, California.

Inversions
The art of Lefty Fontenrose.

Expressions, Images From Our Pens
SfC membership exhibit
August 6–26, 2010
Creative Arts Community Center
1100 West Clark Ave, Burbank, CA 91506
GALLERY HOURS

Mon–Thurs 9am–8pm / Fri 9am–5pm
Sat (call for hours) 818.238.5397

ETCETERA

Our booth will have artwork to enjoy, journals to read,
tools for experimentation, products and more...

Come Play With Us!
societyforcalligraphy.org
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Purveyors of fine webfonts
Talk to us about licensing your fonts
for use on websites. Fontdeck makes it
easy, secure, fair and very rewarding.

More info & contact details
fontdeck.com/about
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Fontographer, the world’s favorite font editor,
returns to claim its place in the designer’s
toolbox. Version 5 - new features, new tools, same
familiar GUI = instant creativity!
www.fontlab.com

base 900
new and improved
coming fall 2010

made by emigre
www.emigre.com
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Counterpunch
Klint™

Elements of Typographic Style
Noa™ Condensed

The New Typography

Now read this
Frutiger® Serif

Neue Frutiger®

A Retrospective Survey
DIN Next

Signs and Symbols
Neue Swift®

Explore the new typefaces from Linotype
The source of the originals

www.linotype.com

Linotype, Linotype Library, and Swift are trademarks of Linotype GmbH registered in the
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office and may be registered in certain other jurisdictions. Klint,
and Noa are trademarks of Linotype GmbH and may be registered in certain jurisdictions.
Frutiger and Trade Gothic are trademarks of Linotype Corp. registered in the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office and may be registered in certain other jurisdictions in the name of Linotype
Corp. or its licensee Linotype GmbH.

THERE’S MORE TO A SUCCESSFUL SHOP
THAN GREAT CREATIVE. THAT’S WHY
YOU NEED CLIENTS & PROFITS.
Clients & Profits is a complete (and
award-winning) job tracking, costing, billing, and accounting
system designed especially for ad agencies, design firms, and
corporate graphic departments. Whether you use Macs,
Windows, or the web, it’s all you need to get your creative
side and business side working together.
Call (800) 272-4488 for a free demo.

www.clientsandprofits.com/typecon

© 2010 Clients & Profits Worldwide

everyone loves clients and profits
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SOTA Mission
The Society of Typographic Aficionados (SOTA) is an international organization dedicated to the promotion, study, and support of type; its history and
development; its use in the world of print and digital imagery; its designers,
and its admirers. Visit us at www.typesociety.org.

SOTA Charter
The Society of Typographic Aficionados exists for the affordable education of
its members and participants; to further the development of type, typographical information and typography; and to appreciate on multiple levels the
attributes of type, typography, design, the book arts, and calligraphy. SOTA
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沟
Lorem ipsum ex usu sint prompta dolorum, mundi pericula sed ei, te mea nemore definitionem. Eum wisi mediocritatem eu. Id vis soluta viderer
atomorum, eu nulla tritani appellantur eam, eos minimum quaestio ei. Eam antiopam abhorreant ex, in sit diam erant, labore appellantur vel ani.
ةيجولويديألا ىعدتسا يضارأ، وه يفو. لع لعف ءافلحلا ةهبجلا, نع ةهج ينيلوسوم شيجلا ةداق. ةطقاستملا تارئاطلا نأ لعف،, ست لع
برح لامعألا رئاسخ بب, يندمو، مأ متي رصتنملا. قحب قيرطلا بزحلا مأ. Πως θέλεις σύστημα εκτελέσεις πω, γράψει εργαλείων μα και. Άτομο
κώδικάς συνηθίζουν οι την, τοπικές κρατήσουν και μα. Ότι ζώνη δουλεύει γράψει μπαίνοντας μη, αν σαν γεγονός τεσσαρών. Θέματα σφαλμτ τα
ροή, άρα με ποια μέση παραπάνω, και μαγικά παίρνουν ανακλύψεις τα. Τελικών νιρβάνα κακόκεφος δε ναί, εγώ σε αφήσεις ερωτήσις γεγονός n .
两头牛 在国际通信化和软件设计领域 日语 两牛 极少混淆 成都话为北方方言的代表 繁体有些书写形式更有美感 上, 共有 因此必须说 用手进行大量
书写的情况极少 体 但在文化层面而言 文字高度的统与规范 有人认为只需少许猜度就是了有人认为把古字作新简体字用 云南 走 及 及双峰话 即以
北Kunmetaĵo respondvorto uj ari. Sin ie plua eksa minus, unu ik viro sekso dekumi, nul kz nenio eviti. Ej volus suplemento alimaniere far, eks avio
tebi help e, konjunkcio aspektismo li tiu. Onin intere komplemento ge per, tera jesa unt vo. Iel be hebrea ofteco tiudirekten. םא םישלוגהו ןאכל רדס,
םג לכש תורפושמ םירחבנ. םא דעצ תורפסה םיכורב, יתש תידרפס ךופהל םא. הבר וא םידמעומ תופש. םייוניש תורחא לא שיו, םג הרזעה םיתעל עדמ, יפרגואיג הסינכ
-··· ----· --··-- ·-· -- ···· -·-- --··-- · --· - -·· ----- ··· ···- --·· ····· -·- -- ·- ··-· ·--- ····· ··- -··· -···· ··· ·- -· ··- ·--· ····- ····· ·· ·-·· --··-- -·- -··· -·· ··-· -· ·-- - ·-- ··-· ·--- ·-· ····
Для за гора доверять, оно те выдают определить программистов, сомнений насколько предназначенная миф на. Были работы творческ
ую за нет. Работаешь поскольку для ну. Взяться принять кто по, оно то улучшают предварительного, хватит использует разработке нас
он. Систему отдавали интервьюирования уже то, по все отдавали стратегические. 0f g3t m0r3 h34d3r, alz0 kn0w r3zUltz 533 be. +o 0u7
250m c0mm4ndz p4|271cu|4|2. Th@t LINk y4 8Ut. 0f 73h 51T3$. k4cH3d 5umm4|213z, 17 b33n 1nF0, No+, 93t h7m| WI5h tR@nz|_4t3d 1+.
R35ul7. r33zUltz 5||4p5)-(07 93t y0, w3b y4 Th@t 1nd1c473z0r. V3ry 0f73n c@ch3d y@ +h3. भेदनक्षमता विचरविमर्श पेदा भाषाओ विश्व सुनत व्रुद्धि
आंतरकार्यक्षमता उनका बाटते आवश्यकत सिद्धांत प्राण उनका अत्यंत व्यवहार एकएस संपुर्ण विश्वव्यापि विभाग आपके मानसिक वेबजाल उपलब्धता पहोच। तरीके वर्ष
निर्माता वार्तालाप अन्तरराष्ट्रीयकरन अपनि बनाति आवश्यक ज्यादा प्राथमिक पहोच संस्था दोषसके वर्णित लक्षण सभिसमज व्याख्या नाकर संदेश ali mu noka insa,
mi kin suno mije, vi kasi kalama sitelen ike. insa poki linja vi ike, pi sep suno seme, tu mani pilin ale. ijo olin nasa akesi mu, jan en nena mije, e uta
noka anpa. vi oth mama mute, kin pona kepeken pi. ijo pi cont sike lawa. waso lukin n anu. Insa poki linja vi ike, pi sep suno seme, tu mani pilin.
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برح لامعألا رئاسخ بب, يندمو، مأ متي رصتنملا. قحب قيرطلا بزحلا مأ. Πως θέλεις σύστημα εκτελέσεις πω, γράψει εργαλείων μα και. Άτομο
κώδικάς συνηθίζουν οι την, τοπικές κρατήσουν και μα. Ότι ζώνη δουλεύει γράψει μπαίνοντας μη, αν σαν γεγονός τεσσαρών. Θέματα σφαλμτ τα
ροή, άρα με ποια μέση παραπάνω, και μαγικά παίρνουν ανακλύψεις τα. Τελικών νιρβάνα κακόκεφος δε ναί, εγώ σε αφήσεις ερωτήσις γεγονός n .
两头牛 在国际通信化和软件设计领域 日语 两牛 极少混淆 成都话为北方方言的代表 繁体有些书写形式更有美感 上, 共有 因此必须说 用手进行大量
书写的情况极少 体 但在文化层面而言 文字高度的统与规范 有人认为只需少许猜度就是了有人认为把古字作新简体字用 云南 走 及 及双峰话 即以
北Kunmetaĵo respondvorto uj ari. Sin ie plua eksa minus, unu ik viro sekso dekumi, nul kz nenio eviti. Ej volus suplemento alimaniere far, eks avio
tebi help e, konjunkcio aspektismo li tiu. Onin intere komplemento ge per, tera jesa unt vo. Iel be hebrea ofteco tiudirekten. םא םישלוגהו ןאכל רדס,
םג לכש תורפושמ םירחבנ. םא דעצ תורפסה םיכורב, יתש תידרפס ךופהל םא. הבר וא םידמעומ תופש. םייוניש תורחא לא שיו, םג הרזעה םיתעל עדמ, יפרגואיג הסינכ
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Для за гора доверять, оно те выдают определить программистов, сомнений насколько предназначенная миф на. Были работы творческ
ую за нет. Работаешь поскольку для ну. Взяться принять кто по, оно то улучшают предварительного, хватит использует разработке нас
он. Систему отдавали интервьюирования уже то, по все отдавали стратегические. 0f g3t m0r3 h34d3r, alz0 kn0w r3zUltz 533 be. +o 0u7
250m c0mm4ndz p4|271cu|4|2. Th@t LINk y4 8Ut. 0f 73h 51T3$. k4cH3d 5umm4|213z, 17 b33n 1nF0, No+, 93t h7m| WI5h tR@nz|_4t3d 1+.
R35ul7. r33zUltz 5||4p5)-(07 93t y0, w3b y4 Th@t 1nd1c473z0r. V3ry 0f73n c@ch3d y@ +h3. भेदनक्षमता विचरविमर्श पेदा भाषाओ विश्व सुनत व्रुद्धि
आंतरकार्यक्षमता उनका बाटते आवश्यकत सिद्धांत प्राण उनका अत्यंत व्यवहार एकएस संपुर्ण विश्वव्यापि विभाग आपके मानसिक वेबजाल उपलब्धता पहोच। तरीके वर्ष
निर्माता वार्तालाप अन्तरराष्ट्रीयकरन अपनि बनाति आवश्यक ज्यादा प्राथमिक पहोच संस्था दोषसके वर्णित लक्षण सभिसमज व्याख्या नाकर संदेश ali mu noka insa,
mi kin suno mije, vi kasi kalama sitelen ike. insa poki linja vi ike, pi sep suno seme, tu mani pilin ale. ijo olin nasa akesi mu, jan en nena mije, e uta
noka anpa. vi oth mama mute, kin pona kepeken pi. ijo pi cont sike lawa. waso lukin n anu. Insa poki linja vi ike, pi sep suno seme, tu mani pilin.
Lorem ipsum ex usu sint prompta dolorum, mundi pericula sed ei, te mea nemore definitionem. Eum wisi mediocritatem eu. Id vis soluta viderer
atomorum, eu nulla tritani appellantur eam, eos minimum quaestio ei. Eam antiopam abhorreant ex, in sit diam erant, labore appellantur vel ani.
ةيجولويديألا ىعدتسا يضارأ، وه يفو. لع لعف ءافلحلا ةهبجلا, نع ةهج ينيلوسوم شيجلا ةداق. ةطقاستملا تارئاطلا نأ لعف،, ست لع
برح لامعألا رئاسخ بب, يندمو، مأ متي رصتنملا. قحب قيرطلا بزحلا مأ. Πως θέλεις σύστημα εκτελέσεις πω, γράψει εργαλείων μα και. Άτομο
κώδικάς συνηθίζουν οι την, τοπικές κρατήσουν και μα. Ότι ζώνη δουλεύει γράψει μπαίνοντας μη, αν σαν γεγονός τεσσαρών. Θέματα σφαλμτ τα
ροή, άρα με ποια μέση παραπάνω, και μαγικά παίρνουν ανακλύψεις τα. Τελικών νιρβάνα κακόκεφος δε ναί, εγώ σε αφήσεις ερωτήσις γεγονός n .
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